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PREFACE
Procedures are developed for the static analysis of
highly complex structures which are composed of elastic
elements rigidly joined together and subjected to forces
applied at their extremities or junction points. Matrix
notation is used throughout the development. It is assumed
that there is no interference between members and that the
constraints do not alter in type or number as the structure
deforms. Linear elasticity is assumed and the results are
valid only for "small" deformations. As in similiar studies,
matrix equations are obtained which relate deflections and
rotations at various pertinent points of the structure to
generalized loads applied to the structure. This study is
distinguished by the fact that the basic procedure involves
building up the flexibility matrix for a complicated struct-
ure by combining the flexibility matrices for simpler sub-
structures. Another distinguishing feature is that most of
the resulting matrices are exhibited as sums of simpler
matrices, the form and structure of which are readily evident.
A second and different point of view is also developed
to yield a matrix, the order of which depends essentially on
the number of junction points rather than the number of con-
strained anchor points as is usually the case.
This thesis was written at the U. S. Naval Postgraduate
School, Iionterey, California during the period October 195&
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to May 1959. I am indebted to Professor John E. Brock for
his continued patience, encouragement, and most capable
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction and Statement of the Problem
1.1. Introduction.
This thesis develops a method for describing and deal-
ing with a complex elastic structure composed of elements
which are rigidly joined together. The whole structure is
fixed and supported by not less than the number of restraints
required to preserve static equilibrium under the loads
applied. It is assumed that the loads applied are of such
magnitude that only "small" deformations result.
Having a structure, defined in terms of the location
of joints and other points, also having the elastic, flexure
properties of members or sections of the structure, the
method developed in this thesis produces a system of linear
equations. The equations give the displacement of pertin-
ent points of the structure as functions of forces, or gen-
eral loads, applied to the structure.
1.2. General Concepts.
Let us consider some of the properties of the elastic
structure with which we will be dealing. It is composed of
individual members and has certain points in it which will
be of particular interest.
1. The individual members of the structure are such
that under the forces applied there are only "small" elastic
deformations. Each member is connected to other parts of
the structure at not more than two points. These connection
points are rigid joints. Usually the members will be beams,
1

filaments, or other structural members having one dominant
dimension, but this is not required,
2, There are certain pertinent points in the structure
where either
a) forces are applied to the structure, or
b) displacements are observed, or
c) there is a junction point where two or more
members are rigidly joined.
Let us denote any one of these as a "pertinent point" of the
structure. A particular pertinent point of the structure may
serve as any or all of the above at the same time,
1.3 « Specific Problem,
1,3.1. Assumptions.
1. We have the structure geometrically defined. That
is, we know the position in space of each pertinent point
of the structure when the structure is subjected to no ext-
ernal forces. This is the position from which we will
measure small displacements.
2. We assume that we know the elastic, flexural proper-
ties of the individual members or sections of the structure.
That is, we know what displacements each isolated member ind-
ividually will have under a given loading, or in other words,
we know the C matrix defined in section 2.1.3. This is a
large assumption but it in no way affects the results obtain-
ed in this thesis. It is just a large problem %n itself and
this problem has been dealt with by others, '* *3'
^References are listed in the bibliography,
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3. We assume that the number and nature of the restraints
is not altered during the deformation.
1.3.2. Scope of Investigation.
By the analysis of several types of relatively simple
structures we will attempt to find some general solutions
to the problem at hand. We are essentially attempting to
find an expression for the flexibility of the whole struct-
ure, stated in terms of the flexibility- of individual members
or sections and the location of pertinent points of members.
As a result of the analysis in each particular case we will
mathematically reduce the description of the structure under
the given forces to a set of linear equations of the form
Dj
=^t± Fi U -' 1,2, ,n)
(1.3.2-1)
in which j = 1, 2, ...., n .
The method of this thesis is then to determine the coeffic-
ients A., in the various cases to be considered.
As a result of the analysis we have a set of linear
equations relating the displacement of the various pertin-
ent points in the structure to the forces imposed on the
structure at various pertinent points. At this point we
leave the problem for the algebraist to solve. There are
many methods available to solve such a set of linear equat-
ions. In chapter 7 some attention is given to appropriate
formulations and initial transformations which the algebraist
may find it profitable to employ.
In chapter # an alternate point of view is explored for
3

describing a multianchor structure. In the method described
in chapter S, the number of equations in the resulting set
depends only on the number of junction or branch points in
the structure and does not depend on the number of members
which are "fixed".
l.L. Background.
There is in the literature a wealth of material describ-
ing the analysis of a particular type of structure or compli-
cation in structure. Gabriel Kron has written many papers
on the subject of the solution of complex networks. Elastic
structures may be considered as such a network. In one of
his papers *^' is presented a systemmatic procedure for solv-
ing very large elastic structures. When the results of this
thesis are stated in general matrices, the form of the matrix
equation is similiar to results stated by Kron. In this
sense one might consider that this thesis presents in detail
some of the results alluded to by Kron.
Both Brock^ ' and Peck, et. al. ' cover the concept of
the transfer of forces and displacements in a structural
system. The concept is introduced and some of its conseq-
uences explored in sections 2.1.5 and 2.1.6.
In the assumption of the problem we assumed that the
elastic, flexural properties of a beam or filament were known.
To determine these flexural properties of a beam or filament
is a problem in itself. There are many papers available on
the subject. Brock f s papers ' ^' develop methods to det-
ermine the flexibility coefficients of certain types of
members.

It is tacitly assumed that the solution of any complex
structure will involve the use of a high speed computer
since the number of equations to be solved simultaneously
will be quite large. The manipulation of the various flex-
ibility matrices used in setting up the set of linear equat-
ions is most easily handled by computer techniques. The
inversion of matrices, and matrix multiplication and addit-
ion will be involved. However, fundamentally each matrix
inversion or multiplication involves only 6x6 or 6x1
matrices.
1.5. Notation,
In dealing with a complicated system it is realized
that some consistent type of notation must be used in order
for the reader to pass from section to section without undue
difficulty. An attempt is made to use a notation which is
general enough to be usable in the more complicated cases
and yet can be simplified by the ommission of some subscripts
in simpler problems.
One source of confusion is eliminated by having only
one frame of reference, that is, all points are in the same
coordinate system. The notation used in this thesis differs
slightly from that used by Brock^ 1 ' in which his develop-
ment allows each member to have its own associated coordin-
ate system. However, if all these coordinate systems become
one system the differences become immaterial.
In utilizing the results of this thesis the user would
undoubtedly calculate the individual flexibility matrices in
5

a coordinate system of convenience and then make a general
transformation of coordinates. Since the utility of the
results obtained in the thesis depend on digital computers
such as the IBM 704 or CDC 1604, such general transformations
of coordinate systems are only a flicker of the computer's
console lights.
1.5.1. Notation of Equations.
Since this thesis contains many equations which are
referred back to from time to time, the equations are seq-
uentially numbered within sections and are denoted both by
section and sequential number. In some cases a suffix number
is added when an equation is merely rewritten in an equival-
ent form or is intimately related to the basic equation.
Equations taken from the appendix are prefixed with the let-
ter I.
1.6. The Polyped.
In order to consider the structure we may have to dis-
join it into smaller substructures, ^his process could be
extended to disjoining the structure into individual members;
however, we shall not normally disjoin the structure that
far.
Let us disjoin the large structure into subsystems such
that in each subsystem one end of each member is at a common
point. That is the subsystem looks like a spider — many
legged. Thus we coin the term "polyped", which is formally
defined in section 2.3.
It is possible to disjoin any complex structure into a
6

number of such polypeds. These polypeds may be simply linked
to one another in a chain of polypeds or several members may
link from one polyped to another in the chain of polypeds.
Another possible situation is to have the chain of polypeds
loop back on itself. Each of these types of polyped config-
uration is analyzed.
The overall structure is considered to be in equilibrium;
however, it may be manyfold redundant. In considering each
substructure of the structure we will consider it fixed at
some point in order to discuss it and apply forces to it with-
out having the substructure depart.

CHAPTER 2
Basic Definitions and Discussion of Simple Polypeds
2. In this chapter we will state the basic definitions and
then derive further equalities and relationships which will
be needed later on. The relationships are applied first to
simple members and simple polypeds. Then various complic-
ations are introduced, ie., multiple connected ends, multiple
anchors, etc. Finally the important equations are general-
ized and a general notation is introduced.
In this, chapter and throughout the rest of the thesis
we will be dealing with matrices. In appendix I is a brief
summary of matrix algebra including operations and properties
of matrices which will be needed in this thesis. (Equations
of appendix I are referred to by a designating number pre-
fixed by the letter I). Further information on matrices may-
be found in a standard work on matrices. '
2.1. Definitions.
2.1.1. Forces.
Let F = {flff2 ,f3 ,Vf5 ,f6}
be a column matrix describing the forces and moments applied
to a structure at a point. The components f .. , f? , and f
are the positive forces acting in the x, y, and z, directions
respectively; the components f,
, fr, and f/- are the moments
acting (in the positive sense of the right hand rule) about




F(J,U) z the general 6 dimensional force acting on
member J at point U. (2.1.1-1D)
2.1 # 2. Displacements.
Let D = ^d1 ,d2f d^ f d^,d5 ,d^l
be a column matrix describing the deflections which may be
experienced by an infinitesimal element of structure. The
components d-i
,
d2 , «&nd d, are linear displacements in the
x t y, and z directions respectively; the components d, ,d~
and dz are rotations (positive according to the right hand
rule) about the x, y, and z axes respectively. It is implic-
it here, and later, that the present analysis is valid only
for small deflections.
A member or a point in a structure has a certain posit-
ion in space when the member or structure has no external
forces acting on it. This is the reference position of that
point, Nov; let
D(U) - the general 6 dimensional displacement of the
point U from the reference position.
(2.1.2-1D)
2.1.3. Flexibility Matrix C.
Consider a particular member of the structure, say J,
having ends at U and V, and for the moment consider that
the end V is rigidly fixed in position. We are interested
in the 6x6 square matrix C(J,U) such that
D(U) = C(J,U) F(J,U) (2.1.3-1D)
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That is, a matrix relating the forces and moments applied
at U and the displacements observed at U when the other
end of the member, V, is held fixed. The C matrix is a
matrix of influence coefficients.
c..(J,U) the J-th component of deflection at U due
to the application of a unit i-th component
of force at U on member J.
(2.1.3-2D)
Thus for example, cc^^»^^ ^s ^e positive rotation about
the y axis of point U due to the application of a unit
positive z direction force on member J at U, while the
opposite end of the member, point V, is held fixed.
2.1.4. Properties of the Flexure Matrix C .
Because of the reciprocal theorems of structural
theory, we have
ci1 * c ii (2.1.4-1)
which may be written as
C(J,U) » C(J,U) T (2.1.4-2)
Since we are dealing with a structure composed of passive
elements, the flexure matrix is positive definite. This is
also true of the larger flexure matrices which will be dev-
eloped later in the thesis. This fact is not germane to the
development but is useful in checking results and may serve





(This topic may be omitted on first reading). The
term ideal member means that under the action of a force in
a certain one of the six principal directions, no displace-
ments result in any of the six directions. The flexure mat-
rix of an ideal member has all zeros in the row, and column,
corresponding to the direction of the idealization, since in
idealizing we neglect axial deformation and the deformation
due to cross shear, etc. For example, a member such that a
force in the x-direction and a moment about the y-axis each
produce no displacements or rotations at all is considered
to be idealization in two dimensions. The flexure matrix


























In order to manipulate this matrix we will regard the diag-
onal terms e- and e. as infinitesimals. The C matrix
is thus positive definite. (Even if the infinitesimals were
zero the matrix is non-negative definite).
For the rest of this discussion we will consider the
rows and columns of zeros to be concentrated at the top and
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left of the C matrix. If this is not the case, they can
be mathematically shifted there if we premultiply by a
matrix N, where N is a unit matrix with its i-th row
transferred to the first row, assuming that the i-th row is
the one to be shifted. After inverting we must postmultiply
the results by, the matrix II to shift the rows back to the
original positions.
Let us write the C matrix in a partitioned form
(2.1.4-4)
in which e is a matrix of infinitesimals
e - 61 (6 is a scalar infinitesimal)
I is of order j
and z is a nonsingular matrix of order 6 - j.











z-1 exists and is well defined since z is nonsingular
e"1 is a diagonal matrix of very large numbers.
Thus the inverse of the flexure matrix of an ideal member is
not usable in this form. Fortunately when the inverse occurs
in one of our final results, it occurs in the form of the







In this example I is an ideal member and A and B are
ordinary physical members, \'e villi partition the flexure
matrices of the ordinary matrices in the same manner as the
flexure matrix for the ideal member. Let us denote the sub-
matrices of the inverse matrices with an overscore. For the
ordinary members these matrices are nonsingular and are

















?21 a22 hi F22
-1
(2.1.4-7)
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in which the c. . are well defined. Using the results of







in which X and Y are well defined combinations of the c








From equation 13.9-4.3 v/e have




:1"f g= ^'I "f g
where g is well defined. Thus we have
and then
i^qq"1 -- i * trhi + ge + gh
,
therefore - ^"^-h -f g£ -V gh.
Let 6 "^0, it is obvious that h "^0 and thus Q~^->0.
Me need some rules to handle the computation of the
inverse of the flexure matrix for ideal members.
1. In the inverse sum of the form
C(EQ)^^C(j)-1) (2.1.4-11)
if any row (and column) of a C(j) is zero, then the
corresponding row (and column) of C(EQ) is zero.
2. In calculating the inverse of a matrix having a
row(s) and column(s) all zero we delete these row(s) and
colunn(s) and compute the inverse of the remaining matrix.
This is the 4"1 in equation 2.1.4-5.
The situation could easily be more complicated than
is indicated here. It is possible that a mamber may be
idealized in a direction which is different from any of
the three coordinate directions used to describe the system.
If we make a transformation of the form
C ~ LT C» L (2.1.4-12)
where L is a matrix of direction cosines, appropriately
arranged . V/e can transform the C matrix so that the
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direction of the idealization is one of the six principal
directions. Highly complicated idealized members may re-
quire more sophisticated techniques in order to be usable
in equations of the form of eouation 2,1.4-11. However, it
is the purpose of this section only to show how to handle
simple idealizations.
2.1.5. Transfer Transformations - B Transformations.
Define the following matrices.







where the elements of b., are the 'coordinates of the point
U, (The quantity by is sometimes called the tsnsor of
( r)
the vector from the origin to the point U. w/ )
Let byy - by - by (2.1.5-2D)
and ^ n
uv I (2.1.5-3D)








2.1.5.1. Inverse of B-Transformation.






From equations 2.1.5-2D and 2.1.5-3D we have
^uy)"1 ~ ^U (2.1.5-6)
Also in a similiar manner
(Buy)" = Byjj (2.1.5-7)
2.1.5.2. Transitivity of B-Transfo'rmations.
From the definitions 2.1.5-2D and 2.1.5-3D
Buy Bw =
UV VW bW Xj
I
[(bg - by by- b,
;J
) I l?uw
Thus Buy Bw - BM (2.1.5-3)
By similiar reasoning and also using equation 13.4-1
PT RT = RT (2.1.5-9)
2.1.5.3. Identity B-Transfermations*
In the process of simplifying some later equations we
will have use for the following B transformation pairs.
These are derived in the same manner as equations 2.1. 5-S
and 2.1.5-9 (where we let W«U)
Buv Bvu ~ * (2.1.5-10)
16

B^J b'Jv = I (2.1.5-lD
2.1.6. Application of the B-Transformation,
Using the definitions and relationships of the previous
section and the application of elementary statics and
kinematics, the following transformations can be derived.
F(J,U) = - Byy F(J,V) (2.1.6-1D)
where both F(J,U) and F(J,V) are acting on the bar J.
Also we can derive for the displacement transformation
D(U) - b!L D(V) if the member from U to V does
not deform (2.1.6-2D)
These same , transfer equations have been derived by
others. 11 '' < 2 >
2.2. Discussion of a Simple Member.
Under the action of force F(J,U), we have the displace-
ment of the point U
D(U) * C(J,U) F( J,U) + B^j D(V) (2.2-1D)
in which
C(J,U) F(J,U) represents the deformation of member
J due to force F(J,U) acting on





B yj] D(V) represents the transformation of the dis-
placement of the point V, considering
the member J as a rigid member. We
may also think of this as the translation
or projection of the displacement of the
point V to the point U.
This is a fundamental equation of the thesis.
We consider the members of the structure to have two
pertinent points. Usually the member will be attached to
other members at these points. However, sometimes at one
such point we will have only forces applied and displacements
observed. The exact shape of the member is unimportant, as
long as the flexure matrix for the member can be found. It
may be computed from the geometric configuration of the
beam/ ^ » ^/ or ^ mav De experimentally determined.
2.2.1. Equivalence of two Different Flexure Matrices
Decribing the Same Member.
Apply a force F*(J,U), considering the end V constrain-
ed.
F*(J,U) = - B
uy
F(J,V)
and D*(U) - C(J,U) F*(J,U) - - C(J,U) B^ F(J,V)
Apply a rigid body motion to the member J of amount
-D*(U). This moves the point U to the position it would
have had if U had been the constrained end of the member J.




Nov; separately apply a force F(J,V), considering the
end U constrained
D(V) = C(J,V) F(J,V) (2.2.1-2)
Since equations 2.2.1-1 and 2.2.1-2 are equal
C(J,V) = B§v C(J,U) Buv (2.2.1-3)
2.3 . Discussion of a Simple Polyped.
A simple polyped is a structure, which may be part of
a larger structure, having the following properties:
1. It is composed of individual members each having an
associated flexure matrix C.
2. All the members of the polyped are joined at a com-
mon point, say P.*
,
called its nucleus. For simplicity we will
designate a simple polyped by this nucleus, i,e., polyped P..
3. Forces are applied only at the ends of members, either
the external end or the nucleus.
Members of the polyped are denoted by the designation
of the external end of the member. (By external end we mean
the end of the member not attached to the nucleus. ) For
example, the polyped member connecting nucleus Pj_ and ext-
ernal end j is denoted member j. Later in the thesis we
will consider linked polypeds. When a member links two poly-
ped nuclei, say polyped P* and polyped P., the link member
is denoted either as member Pj of polyped P^, or as mem-
ber P. of polyped Pj, depending on whichever usage is
more convenient at the moment.
19

2.3.1. A Simple Polyped with one Member Fixed.
Let us consider a simple polyped of which one member,
say I, has its external end "fixed". By "fixed" is implied
that the anchored or constrained end has only motions which
are independent of the forces^ in the polyped. That is, any
motions of the "fixed" end are known and are unrelated to
the forces exerted within the polyped and its other members.
In chapter 6 we will relax the constraints on the "fixed"
points. «>
Let us assume no external force is applied to the nuc-
leus P. Consider the following sketch for the ensuing dev-
elopment. In a sketch we will indicate only particular
members, such as the fixed member and members linking to
another polyped and a general member. There may be other
members of the polyped, in fact in general there will be
np external members in the P-th polyped.
X
#
From a consideration of the static equilibrium we have
F(l,P)+F(l,P)-fF(2,P)+ +FU.PH- ... -
For convenience we will adopt the notation
y F(i,P) represents the summation of forces acting
L(K) on each of the i external members of the
20

polyped P, excluding from the summation
the fixed member. Later when we consider
members linked at their external ends or
when we link polypeds, the linking members
are also excluded from the summation.
Then F(I,P) - -^F(i,P) (2.3.1-1)
Using equation 2.1.6-1D we have
F(I,P) = ^Bpi F(i,i) (2.3.1-2)
UP)
Now D(P) = C(I,P) F(I,P)
and substituting equation 2.3.1-2 we have
D(P) •= C(I,P) ^Bpi F(i,i) (2.3.1-3)
Then using the fundamental equation 2.2-1 we have for the
displacement of the external end of a general member of the
polyped P.
D(j) = C(j,j)F(j,j)+B^D(P) (2.3.1-4)
Substituting equation 2.3,1-3






In order to display this set of equations in a more compact
and meaningful form let
D
p
^-[d(1),D(2), D(j ),....,D(np)} (2.3.1-6D)
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and Fp * {f(1,1),F(2,2), ,F(j,j), FU^)}
(2.3.1-7D)
Note that each element in the column matrices D and F
is itself a 6-element column matrix.
Then
D, diag[c(i,i)j B^j C(I,P) B
pi
(2.3.1-8)
Thus we have described the displacement of the external
end of any member of the polyped due to forces on any combin-
ation of the external ends of the polyped in terms of the
sum of relatively simple matrices.
The first term of this composite flexure matrix, namely
diagkj(i,i)l enters only when the force on the i-th member
is used in computing the i-th displacement. This C(i
t
i)
describes the flexure of the member from the nucleus to this
i-th external end.
The second term enters for all forces and actually de-
scribes the contribution of each force to the elastic distort-
ion of the member TP". This elastic distortion is manifested
in the displacement of the nucleus P. The displacement at
the external end j is due to a rigid body translation of
the displacement of the nucleus. Thus we see how the compon-




2.3.2. Some Properties of C*(X,P).
Since the second term of the composite flexure matrix
in equation 2.3.1-S will be used repeatedly, let us use the
notation
CJ±
(X,P) - B* C(X,P) B
pi (2.3.2-1D)
Let us consider the tranpose of C*(X,P). Using equation
13.4-1 we have #
(Cj
±
(X,P)j =fB^ C(X,P) Bpi j rB^Cd,?))^^ )
Using equations 2.1.4-2 and 13.7-1 we have
(
C ji (X » P)) ' BPi c ( x > p ) BPj * c Ij < x > p )
(2.3.2-2)
The C* matrix is thus shown to be symmetric . This is as
it must be for the polyped to obey the reciprocal theorem
of elastic bodies.
2.4. Simple Polyped with Multiple Connected Ends.
Let us consider first in detail having two members
joined at a common external point. Then we will extend this
to a third member connected at this point. The results can
easily be generalized to n members joined at the same
point.
2.4.1. Two Member Ends Connected Externally.
Again in this development we will assume the external
end of member I is fixed and no "external" force acts at
the nucleus of P. Consider that members J and K are




From a consideration of static equilibrium at P we have
F(I,P) = BpJ F(J,J) f BpK F(K,K)+^~~Bpl F(i,i)
(2.4.1-1)
As before
D(P) = C(I,P) F(I,P)
After substituting equation 2.4.1-1
D(P) - C(I,p/bpj F(J,J) tBpK F(K,K)-f ^~Bpi F(i,i)J
(2.4.1-2)
Now we will find the displacements D(J) and D(K)
and set them equal to each other. Nov/ we can eliminate both
F(J,J) and F(K,K) and have the various D(j) 's in terms
only of the forces on the external ends of members.
Using the fundamental equation 2.2-1 we have for the
displacement of the external end of member J
D(J) = C(J,J) F(J,J) -hB^j D(P)
Substituting equation 2.4.1-2 we have
D(J) - (C(J,J) ^B^j C(I,P) BpJ) F(J,J)




Similiarly we have for the displacement of the external end
of member K
D(K) = (c(K,K) + BpK C(I,P) BpK ^ F(K,K)
"(" BpK C(I,P) BpJ F(J,J) f b£k C(I,P)^BpiF(i,i)
(2.4.1-4)
Now at the point N we have
F(J,J) + F(K,K) - F(N) (2.4.1-5)
Let us use the simplifying notation of equation 2.3.2-1D.
Then substituting equations 2.3.2-1D and 2.4.1-5 in both
equations 2.4.1-3 and 2.4.1-4 we have
D(J) -(c(J,J) t CJj (I,P) - C^ (I,P)^F(J,J)
-f-CJK
(I,P) FlHj-fp^ (I,P) F(i,i)
(2.4.1-6)
and D(K) - (- C(K,K) - C|K (I,P) + Cgj (I,P)) F(J,J)
+ 1 C(K,K) +C*
K (I,P)JF(N)f 5~C* (I,P) F(i,i)
(2.4.1-7)
Since the point N is the same point as the external ends
of the members J and K we have
D(N) - D(J) - D(K) (2.4.1-S)
Equations 2.4.1-6 and 2.4.1-7 then become
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D(N) -D(J) ^:C(J,J) F(J,J) H-Cgjj (I,P) F(N)
^Z ^ ( I » p ) F(i,D (2.4.1-9)





i) (2. 4. 1-10)
Since the C matrices are non-singular for ordinary members
(for idealised members see section 2.1.4.1 ) we can solve
the above equations and write
F(J,J) =(c(J,J)+C(K,K)J C(K,K) F(N)
(2.4.1-11)
Using equation 13.5-2, equation 2.4.1-11 becomes






Substituting in equation 2.4.1-5 and simplifying we have
F(K,K) » C(K,K)"1(c(J,J)-1 fC(K,K)"1) F(N)
(2.4.1-13)
Now let us find the various D(j) T s and D(N) as
functions of the forces on various external ends of the
members. First we must find D(P). From equation 2.4.1-2








Applying the fundamental equation 2.2-1D we have for a
typical external end of a member of polyped P
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D(j) - C(j,j) F(j,j)+B5 C(I,P)2.Bp. F(i,i)
+ Bp\ C(I,P) BpN F(N) (2.4.1-15)
Substituting equation 2.4.1-12 in equation 2.4.1-6 we have
for the displacement of the point N





P)£ BPi F(i ' i) +" BPN C(I,P) BpN F(N)
(2.4.1-16)
The same results would be obtained if we substituted equation
2.4.1-12 in equation 2.4.1-7 and used also equation 14.2-1.
Now substituting equation 14.1-1 in equation 2.4.1-16 we have
D(N)- (cU^r^-f C(K,K)"1) F(N)
+ b£
n
C(I,P)^Bpi F(i,i) + b£n C(I,P) BpN F(N)
(2.4.1-17)
Now to exhibit the set of equations 2.4.1-15 and 2.4.1-17
in a form that displays the role of the various flexure C
matrices, let






















C* (I,P) = B^ C(I,P) B
pi
(2.3.2-1D)
Again we have described the displacement of the external
ends of the polyped P due to forces on any combination of
the external members of the polyped. The equivalent flexure
matrix of the polyped is the sum of relatively simple
matrices.
2.4.2. A Simple Polyped with more than two members joined
at a common point.
Again in this development we will assume that the ext-
ernal end of member I is fixed and that no external forces
act at the nucleus of P. Let us consider that three members
are joined at a common external end. From this result and
the results of the previous section it will be obvious how to
generalize to n members joined at a common external point.




From a consideration of static equilibrium at P we have
F(I,P)~ BpJ F(J,J)-fBpK F(K,K)-}-BJ>L F(L,LH§BpiF(i,i)
(2.4.2-1)
As before we have
D(P) = C(I,P) | Bpj F(J,J) +BpK F(K,K) + BpL F(L,L)
+^LBPi F^An (2.4.2-2)
left
The method will be to find each of the displacements D(J),
D(K), and D(L) and set them equal to each other. Using
the force equilibrium equation at point N we can determine
the force on each member J, K, and L in terms of the
external force at point N. Let us proceed to do this.
Using the fundamental equation 2.2-1D, substituting equation
2.4.2-2, also simplifying the expression using equation
2.3.2-1D, then we have
D(J) * (c(J,J) + CJj (I,P) j F(J,J) + Cfa (I,P) F(K,K)
f CJr (I,P) F(L,L) +5"c* (I,P) F(i,i)
(2.4.2-3)












and D(L) - C* (I,P) F(J,J) + C* (I,P) F(K,K)
L J Lis.
t(c(L,L)H-C£L (I,pAf(L,L)+ ^C^ (I,P) F(i,i)
(2.4.2-5)
At the point N we have the following equation for the
equilibrium of forces
F(J,J)4- F(K,K)+- F(L,t) = F(N) (2.4.2-6)
Solving equation 2.4.2-6 for F(K,K) and substituting in
equation 2.4.2-3 and 2.4.2-4 and 2.4.2-5 we have
D(J) " (c(J,J) + CJj (I,P) - CJj (I,P)J F(J,J)
4(cj
L
(I,P) - CJK (I,P))f(L,L) "f-C^ (I,P) F(N)




and D(K)~ (C|j (I,P) - C*
K
(I,P) - C(KK) JF(J,J)







and D(L)« TcjTj (I,P) - C£
K
(I,P)j F( J, J) 4 (c(L,L)
t c*. (i,p) - C£
K
(i,p)\f(l,l) f c*k (i,p) F(N)
+">C* (I,P) F(i,i) (2.4.2-9)
~ « .Li
a?)
Since the point N is the same point as the external ends
of the members J, K, and L we have
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D(N) - D(J) - D(K) -D(L) (2.4.2-10)
The equations 2.4.2-7 through 2.4.2-9 become
D(N) - D(J) - C(J,J) F(J,J) +C|
N
(I,P) F(N)
+50*u (I,P) F(i,i) (2.4.2-11)
D(N) - D(K) - - C(K,K) F(J,J) - C(K,K) F(L,L)
+(c(K,K) + Cj^ (I.P^FlN)
+^Cgi (I,P) F(i,i) (2.4.2-12)
Lift
DM* D(L)- C(L,L) F(L,L) 4- % (I,P) F(N)
^CNi (I,P) F(i ' i} (2.4,2-13)
Solving this set of equations we have
F(J,J) s C(J,J)-1 (^C(J
>
J)-1 tC(K,K)~1i-C(L,L)-1 ) F(N)
(2.4.2-14)
F(K,K) = C(K,K)-1(c(J,J)"1+C(K,K)-1fC(L,L)-:L) F(N)
(2.4.2-15)
F(L,L) - CiLtD-ifciJtJ)'1 t-CiKtK)-1 tCiLtL)-1 ) F(N)
(2.4.2-16)
Note the similiarity between the above equations and equations
2.4.1-13 and 2. !+• 1-14. The extension to n members connect-
ed from the nucleus to the point N is obvious.
Now let us find the D( j) «s and the D(N) as functions
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of the various forces on the external ends of the members
and the external force at N. The solution proceeds in the
same manner as in section 2.4.1. As a matter of fact the
displacement of the various members j is as before
D(j) * C(j,j) F(j,j) +2f C^ (I,P) F(i,i) +C*N(I,P)F(N)
UP)
(2.4.2-17)
The similiarity is expected since the displacement of the
j-th end is not affected by how the point N is linked to
the nucleus. The force F(N) affects this displacement only
in the flexure of the member TF.
In order to find D(N) we substitute equations 2.4.2-14
through 2.4.2-17 into any one of the equations 2.4.2-11
through 2.4.2-13. The result after simplifying is
D(N) '/cU.J)"1* C(K,K)"1 -|- CtL.L)"1 )" F(N)
*£LCNi U,P) FU,i) +CNN U,P) F(N)
(2.4.2-1$)
In order to exhibit the set of equations 2.4.2-17 and
2.4.2-1$ in a simple and compact form we use as before




coH [C Ji (I > P) ] fp (2.4.2-19)











The extension to n members joined from the point N
to the nucleus is only a change in the last term of the diag-
onal matrix Cq which becomes the sum of the inverse of
each member in this parallel-member arrangement, the sum
being inverted.
Thus in equation 2.4.2-19 we have described the displace-
ment of the external ends of the polyped P even if some
members are joined at a common external point. If some
other external point of 1^he polyped also had several members
joined there, then equation 2.4.2-19 is only complicated by
having the equivalent flexibility of the parallel-member
combination in the proper position of the diagonal matrix
rather than a simple flexure matrix. We see here the begin-
ning of a very general proposition — namely, that a complex
member network or substructure can be considered as a simple
member if we use the appropriate equivalent flexibility
matrix. However, we will develop this general proposition
more fully later on.
2.4.3. A Simple Polyped with Two Members Fixed.
Let us consider the effect of having two members of the
polyped with external ends fixed. We will derive an expres-
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sion for the displacement of the nucleus P. This expression
can then be used to find the displacement of the external
ends using the method of the previous sections. Consider the
following sketch.
We have for the displacement D(P)
and
D(P) = C(I,P) F(I,P)
D(P) = C(J,P) F(J,P)
(2.4.3-1)
(2.4.3-2)
From the consideration of force equilibrium at P we have
F(I,P) -t F(J,P) = 2_Bpi F(i,i) (2.4.3-3)
Solving equations 2.4.3-1 and 2.4.3-2 and substituting into
equation 2.4.3-3 we have
(l + C(J,P)"1 C(I,P) )F( I
»
p ) ~ zL BP< F (i»i)
or F(I,P) - (i
-f ClJ.Pl^Cd.P)) 5~Bp , F(i,i)
(2.4.3-4)









5-2 and simplifying we have
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D(P) = (ell,?)"1 t ClJ,?)"1 ) ^JBpi F(i,i)
<-(P)
(2.4.3-6)
We now have an expression for D(P) in terms only of
the forces on the external ends of the members of the poly-
ped. We can now use the methods of the previous sections
to find the various displacements. Having more than one
fixed member 3n the polyped causes no great complications,
for the appropriate flexure matrix becomes the equivalent
matrix for the parallel combination of members.
In the same manner that in sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2
we generalized joining two members at their external ends
to n members joined at their external ends, we may gener-
alize here. The result is obvious and is the sum of the
inverse of the individual flexure matrices of the fixed mem-
bers, the resulting summation being inverted.
2.5. Simple Polyped with a Force Exerted at a Nucleus.
So far xve have excluded having an external force exerted
at a nucleus. Likewise we have excluded having the displace-
ment of a nucleus appear in the final equations. The simplest
way of handling such a case is to consider the force acting
on the nucleus of the polyped as actually acting on a rigid
member of infinitesimal length. The force thus becomes mere-
ly one of the several F(i,i) and the terms of the matrices
are as follows if this rigid member is the r-th member of
the polyped:
1« the term in the diag C(j,j) matrix, ie, C(r,r)
is a zero matrix.
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2. the terms in the C*(I,P) matrix are
Cj
r
(I,P) - B^C(I,P) B
pr
. (2.5-1)
However, since r-P, and Bp =1 we have
C* (I,P) = b£ C(I,P) (2.5-2)
This technique of associating a zero-length member with
a force acting on a pertinent point (which is a nucleus) will
be used whenever such forces are encountered. In this manner
the final equations for each case will contain only pertinent
points expressed as external ends of polypeds. No further
mention of a force on a nucleus will be made.
In the same manner when we are interested in the dis-
placement of a nucleus we will associate a zero-length rigid
member and again the solution of a problem will be expressed
in terms of pertinent points whifcsh are external ends of poly-
peds.
2.6. Generalizations of Notation,
Let us rewrite here some basic equations and definitions
which will be used throughout the next chapters. We will
also generalize the notation in anticipation of the require-
ments on notation in the following chapters. Also in the
future specific reference to simplifications using the B-
transformations will usually not be made.
Rewriting equation 2.2-1D
D(j) - C(P,j) F(P,J) H-bJj D(P) (2.6-A)
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Rewriting equation 2.3.2-1D, which expresses the translation
of the flexure matrix within the same polyped, we have
C^
±
(X,P) * b£j C(X,P) Bpi (2.6-B)
Let us adopt the more general notation which will be
usable with multiple polypeds.
C(P.
f P.) = The flexure matrix of the member FTFT
considered as if P* were fixed and the
force applied at P.; and deflections
measured at P^ t (2.6-C)
F(P.,P.) = The force acting on member P.P . at P..
Note that the second part of the parenthesis
tells where the force acts. (2.6-D)
2_F(i,P.) - The summation of the forces acting on each
of the external members of the polyped P..
The summation excludes members linking to
other polypeds and to the fixed member. The
forces act at the nucleus end of the members.
(2.6-E)
Rewriting relation 2.6-E to indicate the forces acting at the
external end of the members we have
^F(i,Pj) *
-^ F(P j» i} (2.6-F)
2.6.1. In section 2.3.2 we discussed a term of the composite
flexure matrix which decribes the contribution of each force
to the elastic distortion of a particular member, observed
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as a displacement of the nucleus and then translated to the
pertinent points of the polyped. Let us now generalize this
and consider several polypeds. We are considering the con-
tribution to the various translated displacements of each
point in each of the polypeds due only to the elastic distort-
ion in one particular member, say PxPy. Considering only
a force on the j-th member of the R-th polyped and observing
the displacement at the external end of the i-th member of
the S-th polyped, generalizing equation 2.3.2-1D, using not-
ation similiar in form and meaning, we have
Vs. < px . py> = $ i C < Px>V BP i t 2 - 6- 'j i J y° y
As it arises in the following chapters one must keep in mind to
which polyped the i-th and j-th members belong. Hence tag-
ging the C with the polyped designation of the member will
be of considerable assisstance. There are terms of the form
of equation 2.6-G for the effect of each force individually
on each displacement observed.
Then also for the matrix having equation 2.6-G as its
general member we have for the general submatrix
"
CRS< Px.V =| BV C(Px'V Bp/ (2.6-H)
where the j f s are members of polyped R and the i T s are
members of the polyped S.




In section 2.4.2 we derived an equivalent flexure
matrix for the system of members shown in the sketch below.
Let us add a middle index to the flexure matrix notation to
denote which of the several parallel members is being referred
to, le,, C(P.,J,P.). The P. and P. have the same mean-
ing as before, equation 2.6-C.
In order to shorten the expression for the equivalent
flexure matrix of the combination of members and the show the
generality of the parallel member combination let
£c(P
i
,J,P T1 = C(Pi ,l,P
)-1+C(Pif 2,P )'\ ....
+C(P i ,J,P j )
-1
(2.6-1)
The equivalent flexure matrix for the combination of members
















3. Discussion of Chain Connected Polypeds*
After the discussion of simple polypeds and the compli-
cations possible thereto, the next step in complexity appears
to be to consider several polypeds linked one to another in
a chain. The results obtained will allow us to consider
this chain in the future either as a chain of simple polypeds
or as a single complex polyped in building up more compli-
cated structures. These polypeds may be linked either by
having only a simple linkage from nucleus P to P . or they
may be linked by having several members linking from P^ to
P. . Let us consider these cases one at a time.
j
3.1. Simply Connected Chain of Polypeds.
Let us consider three polypeds linked as shown in the
sketch below. From this result the generalization to more
polypeds, each linked simply to the next one, will be
obvious.
There may appear to be ambiguity about a member such
as the one linking ?2 to P~. Actually we may consider it
either as an external end P- of polyped P or as an external
end ?2 of polyped P . V/e consider such a member to belong
40

to whichever polyped is more convenient.
From a consideration of the static equilibrium at





For the static equilibrium of point P2 we have
F(P ,P )* B F(P,P)tZB F(P i)
1 2 P2P3 2 3 ^V 2
(3.1-2)
And for the point P- we have
F(P2 ,P3 )^ JjTBp ± F(P3 ,i) (3.1-3)
Ufy 3
As before, using equation 2 .6-A we have
D(PX ) = C(P ,P1 ) F(P Q ,P1 ) (3.1-4)
Substituting equations 3.1-1 through 3.1-3 into equation
3.1-4 we have







Using equation 2.6-A and substituting equations 3.1-2 and















) -C(P 2 ,P3 )2Bp , F(P3 ,i) +B^ D(P2 )
(3.1-7)
Nov; to find the displacement of the external ends of
the members of the various polypeds we use equation 2.6-A
and have
D
p ( j) ~ C(P 1 , j) F(P1 , j) -h BT C(P ,P1 )(^Bp t F(P lf i)1 1
\ &,) 1
^Bpi F(P 2,i)^BF F(P3 ,i)
^ 1 m I
D (J) = C(P2 ,j) P(P2tJ)+ B^ C(P 0f P1 )feBp ± F(Plt i)2 x
VITp,) x
+ BT C(P 1 ,P 2 /£Bp F(P 2,i)^^Bp F(P i))
(3.1-9)
and Dp (j) - C(P 3 ,j) F(P 3 ,j)-f b£ 1 C(P Qf P1 )/^]p BJ d , )|2;Bp ± F(P lf i)
+£BP1i FtP2 ,i, +^V P,P3' 1,W
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+ BL 3 c(pi. p2>fep2i «V1J +%\± F(p3> i) )
+ B?,j C ( p2 . p3 )XsV F(P3' i)
^ 3 (3.1-10)
In equation 3 .1-3 3 takes on all values from 1 to np ,
and in equation 3.1-9 j takes on all values from 1 to
np , and in equation 3.1-10 j takes on all values fromr
2
1 to il . Thus we have a large system of linear equations
3
when all these equations are considered simultaneously.
We can simplify and compact equations 3.1-S through
3.1-10 if we use equation 2.6-G.
Then D (j) = C(P j) F(P ,j)-fn (P P ) F(P ,1)
pl 11 ^ 1jli 1 1






F(P 2tJ)^*C (P P ) FtP^l)
^'WVV " P2' 1, + S*d2J1 (VPl ) F(P3' i}
T*C (P-,,PJ F(P i)f^_*C " (P P ) F(P 1)
c?^
2
J 2i x 2 2 cm\ 2^3i x 2 3^~j~i - - - i(f
^
(3.1-9.1)
and D (J)*: C(P ,j) F(P j) + ^*C (P P ) F(P i)P
3 3 3 ^ 3jli 1 1
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^ J t7^ 3 J3 i 1 2 3





It is obvious how the system of equations 3.1-$ through
3.1-10 extends to N polypeds. In order to display these










where each D is in turn a column matrix of the displace-
pi
raents of all the external members of the P. polyped, ie,
F<




F* £F(Plf i),F(P2 ,i) ,F(P j ,i),....,F(PN
,i)l
(3.1-13D)
where each F(P.,i) is a column matrix of the forces on the
external ends of the Pj polyped, ie,
F(P.,i) * -Tf(P.,1),F(P.,2),. ,F(P.,i) F(P.
f
np jl
J L J J J ^ i /
(3.1-14)
The generalization of equations 3.1-3 through 3.1-10 can





fCl"tC 2 + * CN )F (3.1-15)
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where each C^ is an N x N partitioned matrix* Using













;c 22 (p0' pi )
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C3N (P1' P 2>
















(p 2 ,p 3




( p 2 >
P3^
•*•
'X4N (P 2» P3^





• • . •
... ckk (pk ,,pk )




ck N< pk-l» pk)
*






"cnn (pn_1 ,pn ) (3.1-16.N)
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Each of the C, matrices Is partitioned into N rows
and N columns of partition segments, (The term partition
segment is coined for convenience in exposition-it is the
first partitioning of a matrix such as C^). Each of the
partition segments is itself a matrix. Thus the RS-th seg-
ment, that is the segment in the R-th row and S-th column,
is a matrix each element of which is a 6 x 6 matrix. The RS-th
segment is an array of matrices np columns by rip rows,
S R
(There are n^ external ends to the Pj polyped).
Thus we have described the displacement of any external
end of this simple polyped chain for any combination of
forces at the external ends of members of the complex struc-
ture. The equivalent flexure matrix is the sum of the C^
flexure matrix terms. We see that this chain of simple poly-
peds may also be considered as a complex polyped having more
than one nucleus, namely nuclei P, , P 2 , ...f PN • The sum of
the C. matrix terms is then the flexure matrix for the com-
ic
plex polyped. Since our aim is to be able to consider very
complicated structures without having to start afresh with
simple members each time, we now have a powerful tool for
considering more complicated structures.
3.2. Simple Chain of Polypeds with a Multiple Linkage between
Polypeds.
In this case we have several linkages between the poly-
ped ?j and the polyped Pj. We may consider the linkages
as having a certain flexure matrix defined over the length
of the member. Consider the following sketch.
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We do not need to start completely afresh; we may take
some previous results, restate the equations in more general
notation, and extend the concepts from there. Using equation
2.4.2-lS, if we let point N be P and write for F(N)
F(N) - B F(P,P)+lL F(P i)
P 2p3 2 3 25&P21 2
(3.2-1)
and if we generalize Cjj. (I,P) using section 2,6.1 we
have for D(P )






F(P2' P3 )^V (P2' i))
(3.2-2)
Using equation 3.1-3 for F(P2 ,Po)> and using equation 2.6-A,
substituting 3.2-2 we have
D(P
3














4-BT C(P P) ^B F(P ,i) + £B .F(P
2
,i)
P1P3 V ^ X 4*)
P 21
+ ^Bp ± F(P3 ,i) ) (3.2-3)
In order to bring out the extension to N polypeds more
clearly let us use the following type of summation*
2T?*" * F(m ' i)= <^V '^l' 1 ' * ^V F(P2' i)4-
...^ S'
A
p ± F(PN ,i)
tfW (3.2-4D)
We have from the previous section equation 3.1-#.l for
Dp (j). Using equation 3.2-4D it becomes
Dp (j)* C(Px ,j) F(P lf J) + <> £*C 1 m ( p0> Pl> F(m » i}
1
imP, &) j i
(3.2-5)
Nov/ to find the displacement of the external ends of
the members of the polypeds P2 and P~ use equation 2.6-A
and simplify using equation 2.6-G, We have
Dp
2







(P0' Pl» F(m > i)
m=P,
On







p (j)= C(P3 ,j) F(P3 ,jJ-f)5*C 3 m [Vq,?^ F(m,i)
+ B? d [Zc(Pi,J.P 2)-B"^£>ml F(ra > i}1 T ^
+]> X*C 3 m ( p 2» p3> F (m f l) (3.2-7)
*H|^ j i
As before we can use equations 3»1-HD and 3»1-13D to
represent the system in the form
D * ff F ,where
C - c + cx f c 2 h-c 3 (3.2-d)
This equation is quite similiar to equation 3.1-15» Now if
we enumerate the C, in the same manner as in equations
3«l-l6 # k we find that the Cg, C^, and Oo are the same
as the previous case. In C2 we find that the equivalent
flexure of a parallel combination of members, equation 2.6-J,
has replaced the simple flexure matrix of the linkage from
pi t0 V
Thus a chain of polypeds, whether complicated by parallel
members linking polypeds or not, may be represented by equa-
tions 3*1-15 and 3.1-16. In the case of multiple members
linking polypeds we use the equivalent flexure matrix of the





4. Discussion of Loop Connected Polypeds.
In the previous chapter we discussed multiple polypeds
in which there is only one set of linkages from any one end
of a chain of polypeds to the other ends. There may have
been multiple members linking two polyped nuclei, but there
is only one "path" or sequence of polyped nuclei between
any two polypeds of the chain of polypeds. Let us consider
the situation in which there are two distinct sets of link-
ages between two polypeds, that is we can proceed from a
certain polyped, say P., to another polyped, say P., along
a "path" of polyped nuclei which includes polyped P or
along another "path" of polyped nuclei which does not in-
clude polyped nucleus Pa . We will refer to such a case as
"loop connected". In analyzing this loop of polypeds we
need only consider simple linkage between any two polypeds,
for if it were a multiple linkage we could replace it with
an equivalent simple linkage having a flexure matrix as ind-
icated in equation 2.6-J. We will consider first a loop of
three polypeds and then a loop of four polypeds which can be
generalized to N polypeds in a loop.
4.1. Three Polyped Loop.
Let us consider three polypeds linked as shown in the
sketch below. Only the linkage members are shown.
K

From a consideration of the static equilibrium at point
P-, we have
H?^) =Bp p F(P lt P 2 ) -»-Bp F( P P , +£_Bp P (Plf i)12 13 UK) 1
(4.1-1)
Similiarly at point V we have
2 3 Ufa) 2
(4.1-2)















As before, using equation 2.6-A we have
D(P1 ) = C(PQ ,P1 ) F(PQ ,P1 ) (4.1-4)
Substituting equations 4.1-1 through 4.1-3 into equation
4.1-4 we have
D(PX ) - C(P ,P1 )(^Bp ± F(Plf i)+^Bp , F(P 2 ,i)
X(
-$) i ton 1
or expressed as a summation
ft)
+£bp , F(P 3 ,i)J (4.1-5)
D(P
X
) = C(P ,P1 )-(y^Bp t F(m,i) (4.1-6)
We will find the displacement of D(P~) in two ways.
First as a chain of polypeds PiP2p3> and sec°nd as a chain
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of polypeds PtPo» Setting these two expressions equal we
will be able to express the forces in the linking members
and the displacements of the various nuclei as functions
only of the external forces on the member ends.
Using equation 2. 6-A we have
D(P
2 )
-C(Pp P2 ) F(Plf P 2 )+BTiP2 D( Pl )
(4.1-6)
Nov/ substituting equation 4.1-2 we have
D(P 2 ) = C(P1 ,P2 ) (
Bp F(B2 ,P3 )+^Bp F(P 2 ,i)
-f b£ p D(P n ) (4.1-6.1)
For the moment there is no point in substituting for D(P-j_).
Now using equation 2.6-A to obtain D(Po) from D^) we have
D(P
3
) =fo(P2 ,P3)+^2p3 C(P1( P2 ) Bp2pjF(P2 ,P3 )




Using equation 2.6-A to obtain D(P ) directly from D(P1 ),
after substituting equation 4.1-3 we have
D(P
3
)=- - C(F1 ,P 3 ) F(Pa ,P3 ) + C(P1 ,P3 )^Bp t F(P3 ,i)
i«)












) +-8^ C(P1 ,P 2 ) Bp A(P2i P3 J
= C( Pl ,P )7Bp F(P3 ,i) - B£ C( Pi ,P2 )Xbp iF(P 2 ,i)
tih) 3 2 3 ecu) 2
(4.1-9)






*W = (&»?Y C,Pl' P3 , ^3l F(P3' i}
- [^C) ?Y 0{? lt ? 2 ) ^BPi F(P2 ,i)
(4.1-10)




) -fc(P lf P2 ) p + c(p 2 ,p3 )
Substituting equation 4.1-10 into equation 4.1-7 or 4.1-3




)= C(Plf P3 ) ((SC)p^
1



















) - c(p1 ,p3


















+ Bp 1p 3
c{V pi ))>£Bp1i F(m,i) • -
<-(*) (4.1-11.1)
m*n
Now substituting equation 4.1-10 into equation 4.1-2 we have
fl - Bp
2
p|&)p^C(P1 ,P 2 ) p ..Bp^g iF (P 2 ,i)
(4.1-12)
This equation may be written in the following form in order
to simplify it.

























Using equations 15.2-6 and 15.4-7 to simplify equation
4.1-12.1
F(PlfP2)= (dC) p^ C(P 1> P3 ) p2gB F(P3> i)









Substituting equation 4.1-13 into equation 4.1-6 and simpli-



















+ BP1P 2 c(po' pi'S^p1i F(m,i)
^^
(4.1-14)












*2V F(p 2 ,i)+ c(p1 ,p 2 ) -1
-1.
^c(p1 ,p3 ) p
-1 c(p
3
,p2 ) c(p1 ,p 2




•2\iF{p3' i)4- BPiP2 ^Vi'z^ii F(m4)
*v=A
(4.1-14.1)
Starting with equations 4.1-5.1, 4.1-14, and 4.1-11
and using equation 2.6-A we can find the displacement of
the external ends of the members of the various polypeds.
Let us simplify the various equations using equation 2.6-G.
Then we have




(j) sr C(P 2 ,j) F(P2 , j)+ 5^T*C a m [Vq,?^) F(m,i)
**=fl
<-6*)







+ Bp o0 f
(vv((*c) p)*lc(vvp|5 ,p2i 3
(4.1-16)




,j) +S^% ^VV F(m,i)
+ B? W,^
+ B^|c(P1 ,P3 )^C) p^C(P 1 ,P 2 ) p>C(P2 ,P3 j
V
•^BP . F(P3 ,i) (4.1-17)
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In order to display these sets of equations in a more
compact and meaningful form, as before, use equations 3.1-HD
and 3 .1-130 to define two column matrices; a system displace-
ment D, and a system force F. Then we can display equations
4.1-15 through 4.1-17 in the form
D =( CQ -f^-f G ) F (4.1-1$)
in which Cq and C are as before equations 3.1-16.0 and
3. 1-16,1 • The G is a flexure matrix in which the partition
segments are rather complex combinations of individual member
C matrices.
G = G22 G23
G32 G33
(4.1-19)














































C(Pl >P 2 ) P
3





Now it can be shown that the G matrix is symmetric;
however, let us defer doing this until we have the general
case and do it once for all cases. In the general case the
character of the GRS terns will be more apparent. The
main purpose of this section has been to follow through the
system of analysis on a situation which is not too complic-
ated. As can be seen from the equations J+»1-19»RS the sit-
uation is a complicated combination of the individual member
flexure matrices at best. However, the structure we are
analyzing is also very complicated and the analysis has
yielded a set of linear equations to describe all the ext-
ernal displacements as functions of the various forces applied
to the structure.
4.2. Four Polyped Loop.
Let us consider the four polyped loop linked as shown
in the following sketch.
From a consideration of the static equilibrium at points
P
l*
P 2» P3> and Fn We
haVe
F(P
.Pi) '= Bpp F(Plf Pn ) + Bp p F(Plf P 2 )+^Bp , F(Plf l)






F(P1' P 2> = V/'^'V +ZV ^'Z' 1 '
(4.2-2)

















F(P3> Pn)= 2V FlP" ,1)
L^ (4.2-4)
As before using equation 2.6-A and substituting equations
4.2-1 through 4*2-4 we have
Pn
D(P1 ) - C(P 0> P 1)S^^Bp ± F(ra,i) (4.2-5)
We will find the displacement of D(P ) in two way,
first as a chain of polypeds P.. P« P. P
,
and secondly
as a chain of polypeds P^ Pn . Setting these two express-
ions equal, after simplifying we will be able to express
the forces in the linking members as functions of the ext-
ernal forces only.
As in the previous section we have




) -(c(P 2 ,P3 )+B^ C(Plf P2 ) Bp2py(P 2 ,P3 )






Using a simplification of notation (equation I5.2-1D) we have
d(p
3 )
- ^c(p2 ,p 3 ) 4-c(Plf P2 ) P V(p 2 ,p3 )
+ C(P 1 ,P 2 ) p ^.Bp 1 F(%,i) + b£ p D(P 1 )
3 U^) 3 X 3
(4.2-7.1)








-f-C(P 2 ,P3 )pn
+C(P






+ (c(P2) P3 )pf C ( pl> P2>pJ^% i F ^ P3»i)





Now we can also get D(P ) from polyped P- ; substitut-
ing equation 4.2-4 we have







Equating 4.2-£ and 4 # 2-9, substituting equations I5.2-1D and









C(P1' P 2>P + C(P 2 ,P3 )p + C(P3 ,Pn )-fc(P1> Pn )JF(P 3 ,Pn )
= C(P1 ,Pn)^Bp t F(Pn ,i) -J0(P1 ,P2 ) p + C(P ,P ) ).
UPn)
" V n ^
V BP i F(P3» i} " C(P1» P 2 ) P 5>~ BP i F ^ p 2» i)
m n n^) n
(4.2-10)
(V Pn> = f^P^W^i^V1 '
" (^'p^VVp^'^Vp^p^'V 1 '
- ((^c)
p^ c(V P2 ,p £B F(P2 ,i,
(4.2-10.1)
Substituting equation 4.2-10.1 into either equation 4.2-3




)^ (c(p1( p2 ) Pi + c(P2I p3 ) Pn -Hc(P3> Pn)j^c)V.
1









C(P2' P3 'pn)£BP 1»<V>
•f ClPi.PjjJUSOpV1 C(P1( P2 )p ^Bp . F(P2 ,i)
9 n uA) n




Now substituting equation 4.2-10.1 into equation 4.2-3
and inserting indentities 2.1.5-10 and 2.1.5-11 as necessary.
Then
F(P2> P3 )
= Sp^lCC IpV1 B^ B*^ 0(P1,Pa ) Bp^.



















(ftc) \_1bT BT C(P ,P ) B
nV ^ P3pn V3 1' 2 ; Pn PnP
£B F(P2 ,i) (4.2-12)
c(h) 3













l' p ) P "t
c(p.2'P ,Pf|
•ZBp ±F(Pv i) - ((lC)A^ClP P ) IB ^(P^i)
(4.2-12.1)
Mow substituting equation 4* 2-12.1 into equation
4.2-7.1 and simplifying in the same manner as before, we have
D(P
3
) - (c(P1 ,P2 ) p + C(P 2 ,P3 )yf€C) pyi C(P1 ,Pn ) p .




•(t&)pWc(Plf Pn ) p +C(Pn .P3 ))£Bp < F(P 3 ,i)V \ 3 /^ 3
+
(
C(PP Pn)pi^n»V)(&)Pyic(Pl» P2H$/ P2' i)
(4.2-13)+ C(PQ ,P1 ) •*> ^Bpi F(m,i)
Substituting equation 4.2-12.1 into equation 4.2-2 and
simplifying in the same manner as before we have
F( Pl ,P2 )= (dOpV1 C ( pi. Pn'p2CBxP2i ^n' 1 '*7 HT^)
+ [l - ((lC) pyi (c(P3I P 2 )+ C(P1 ,P2tBp 1P(P3 ,i)
L ^ J 6(?2
B
P2 i
F < P2' l}
(4.2-14)
Now substituting equation 4.2-14 into equation 4.2-6
and simplifying in the same manner as before, we have
D(P
2 )
= C(P1> P2 )(gC) p\
)
-1 0(P1 ,Pn )p 2
^Bp2l F(Pn,i)






+ « pa» p3 )P^
§.£bp1 f(p3 ,i)+ c(p1 ,p2 )((fc)pV;
(







+ c(p ,p1 ) Bp i F(m,i) (4.2-15)
Now using equations 4.2-5, 4.2-15, 4.2-13, and 4.2-11
and using equation 2.6-A we can find the displacements of
the external ends of the members of the various polypeds.
Let us simplify these equations using equation 2.6-G, then
£ i
Dp (j) - C(P1 ,j) FlPpjJt/^X m
,
(P0' Pl ) F(m ' i)
ft.
(4.2-16)






2 ) (^C)pjYC(Pl jPn , P J









3 )PJ^BP i F ( pv i}
J ^) 2 '
(4.2-17)
Dp (j) - C(P
3
,j) F(P 3 ,JHN 5^C 3 m (PQ ,P1 ) F(m,i)7®>»*,
+ B
^
* C ( Pl.






+ c < p2 . p3)(<*c>^"1
•(C(Pl» pn)p + c < pn. P3>P,fep,i F ( p3.i)











??P,1 F(Pn' i} U - 2 "lg)
and Dp (j)- c(P,j) F(P .j)-f-_-. -.y-. ^ n - ' ^^n^O'V F(m ' i}
q%}
tBP





[c(P1 ,Pj((^C) py(c(P1 ,P2 )Pn+C(P 2 ,P3 ) pJ
+ BV
•£bp F(P i)m
(c(p1 ,p 2 ) p + c(p2 ,p3 ) p i- c(p3 ,pn ))
•((€c) pV1 C(P1 ,Pn ) ^Bpi F(Pn ,i)
(4.2-19)
In order to display these equations in a more compact
and meaningful form, use equations 3.1-HD and 3.1-13D to
define a system displacment and force column matrices. Then




D = ( C + (^-f G ) F (4.2-20)
in which Cq and C-, are as before, equations 3.1-16.0 and
3 .1-16. 1 . The G matrix is a flexure matrix in which the
partition segments are rather complex combinations of the






























































Vi = BP3 o(ClPl* P 2 ) P3+ C(P2 ' P3 ])(^C) P^-1
AC(pl> pn>P + c(pn' p3 ) )
BP i (4.2-21.33)
G








1 C < Pl. P2 )p % 1
j i n J \ a n n
(4.2-21. n2)
G
C(P2#P3 ) p \Bp ± (4.2-21. n3)
•C(Plf P ) Bp . (4.2-21.nn)
n
Thus we have described the displacment of all the ext-
ernal members of all the polypeds in terms of forces applied
to the various members of the polypeds. This set of linear
equations, although certain members appear to be quite com-
plicated, may be solved in a straightforward manner. Let us
leave the actual solution to the algebraist, However, before




4.3. The Equivalent Flexure Matrix of a Loop of Pplypeds.
The set of equations 4.2-21.RS represent the general
term of each submatrix or partition segment of the G
matrix, the equivalent flexure matrix of the loop of poly-
peds. Now, in order for equation 4.2-20 to obey the recip-
rocal theorems of structural theory, the matrix (C ~f CU-^G)
must be symmetric. We have already seem that C
n
and CU
are symmetric. Therefore G must be symmetric. Let us
show this symmetry.
Let us consider some arbitrary point o. Write the
G matrix in the form
G - b£ G» Bq (4.3-D
in which BQ = diag[Bol , Bq2 , B^, Bq^ (4.3-l.D
each of the terms in equation 4.3-1.1 is itself a diagonal
matrix of rip terms. The individual terms represent the
ri
transformation from the particular external end of the mem-
ber to the arbitrary point o.
Let us consider in detail what form the G» matrix
will have. For example consider in particular the partition
segment G -. If equation 4.2-21.n3 is rewritten using the




«j BV C(Pl' Pn) BPno BoPn(®' Py BoPn
BP o{ C(P1» P2^P + C(P2» P3 } P )BP o Bo3.




As an extension of equation 15.4-7, which is applicable only
for translations along members to other nuclei of the loop











)oh ..^c(P j _1 ,P j )
+c(PlfPB J0+ c(PnfP3 )p +... + c(p. x ,p.)
(4.3-3.D
In the term (£C). the first subscript indicates the point
to which the various C matrices were translated, the second
subscript indicates that subsequently the various C matrices
were translated to an arbitrary point o. As indicated in
the note following equation 15.4-6 the first subscript is need-
ed to indicate the order of subscripts in the individual C
matrices of the sum.
Regrouping the terms using the equations 4. 3 -3D and
I5.2-1D, then we have
G 1 ~ BT C(P..P ) f(£C) Y
1 C(P. ,PJ C(P„,P,) B
_
n 3 on.- 1' n o\^ o) 1' 2 o 2* 3 o o3^
(4.3-4)
This same procedure is applied to each term of the G matrix.
We can indeed write the matrix G in the form of equation












n2 n3 nn (4.3-5)
G» 22 C(Plf P2 ) ((^O^^P^P^oi C(?n ,. 3/0 , .^3








G,2n= C(VP2 )o((1C)^lc(Pl'Vo • -
G*~ - C(P-.P ) /(CcA-VctP-.P ) IC(P23 1* 2 ov o) \ 1* no n








1 ,p 2 )o+













= CfWoC^"1 C(Pl' P2»o
G,
n3















Let us consider the symmetry of the G f matrix. We
will consider the off-diagonal terras first. Using equation
13.4-1, which states that the transpose of a product rev-
erses the order of the terns, and equation 15.3-3, which
states that the transpose of a translated flexure matrix is






Now we will consider the diagonal terms. Note that all the
diagonal terms are of the form A(A-/-B) B . If we consider
the transpose of G f
RT? ,
the result is of the form
B( A-f-B)~^A. Using the equations 14.1-1 and 14.1-2 we see
that the afcove forms are equivalent, and thus the diagonal
terms are also their own transpose. Thus we find that the
G f matrix is symmetric.
If G' is symmetrical, then using the matrix property,
in section I 3.#, the matrix G is also symmetrical.
In computational use the computer technique used will
dictate whether the use of the G or the G' matrix is more
useful.
Thus far we have not considered if the G T or G mat-
rix has any pattern in the C matrices from which it is
composed. Let us investigate the G f matrix for such pat-
terns. Inspection of the various equations 4.3-5.RS will
lead us to the following empirical statements:
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1. The first portion of each term is the sum of all
the flexure matrices which form a linkage from the polyped
where the displacement is observed to the polyped which
links to the fixed point.
2. The middle portion of each term is a summation of
the flexure matrices of all the links which make up the loop
of polypeds.
3. The last portion of the term is a sum of all the
flexure matrices which form a linkage from the polyped where
the force is applied to the polyped which links to the fixed
point.
4. All the flexure matrices are translated to the arbit-
rary point o.
5. As we saw earlier in this section the diagonal terms
may be written in either of two forms, which are equivalent.
That is, from the polyped where the forces act and the dis-
placements are observed there are two distinct paths to the
polyped which links to the fixed point. We may write the
sum of all the flexure matrices which make up one path
either as the first or last portion of the G» term, and
then the sum of the flexure matrices in the other path goes
in the opposite position.
We are now in a position to generalize the G f matrix
to any number of polypeds in the loop. A tedious analysis
similiar to the one in section 4.2 will verify that the
above statements are true for an n-loop of polypeds.
We have thus described the displacement of any external
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end of any polyped in terms of forces applied to any exter-
nal end of a loop of polypeds. We have derived the rules
for formulating the equivalent flexure matrix of the loop
of polypeds. We can now use these results to replace a
loop of polypeds with a complex polyped having the appropr-




Another Approach to Loop Connected Polypeds
5« It is possible to consider loop connected polypeds, not
as two parallel chains of polypeds, but as one long chain
of polypeds with the last polyped; of the chain connected
onto an earlier polyped of the chain* In the method of sol-
ution suggested here we assume that the solution for the
chain of polypeds is known, i^, we have a solution of the
type derived in chapter 3 for the long chain of polypeds.
5.1. Chain of Polypeds with Last Member Connected to an
Earlier Polyped,
Without loss of generality we can have the last member
connected back to the first polyped of the chain of polypeds
under consideration. If this is not the case then we con-
sider here only the last N polypeds of the chain and will
consider in the next chapter how to connect this loop of
polypeds to the chain of polypeds which we neglect here.
Consider the following sketch.
The points P1 and P
are geometrically the
same point.
We have the solution for the chain of polypeds, from
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equation 3-1-15 which we may express in the form
D' = ( C + C 1i-....-VCN ) F« (5.1-1)
where D'=fDp , Dp , ... ,DP 'X from (3.1-11D)
^ *1 *2 *n3
and F'^^F(P 1 ,i), ... f F(PN ,ijl from (3.1-13D)
and each of the Dp and F(P ,i) submatrices is in turn a
column matrix of the displacements (or forces) on the nP
J
external ends of the polyped P.. The C. are given by the
equations 3.1-l6.k.
To the polyped P, let us add another member, say r f
wich is rigid and is of infinitesimal length. Then the
displacement and force column matrices for the polyped Py
will be altered as follows:
D
p




and F(P ,i) becomes ^(P^r), F(P
]L
,1) > ..., F(P1 ,np )/
s (F(P
1
,r), F(P1 ,i)| (5.1-3)
Accordingly the column matrices D» and F ! in equation 5.1-1
become
D" =«/D(r), D D ... , D [ (5.1-4)
F«sfF(P1 ,r), F(P lf i), ... , F(PN ,i)^ (5.1-5)
Also the various C, of equation 5.1-1 must be augmented.
We augment each of the matrices with a row and column of
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6x6 matrices at the top and left side, coresponding to
the r-th partition we have made in the column matrices D"
and F Tt
.
In order not to disturb the numbering scheme for
the submatrices previously used let us denote this additional
row and column by the subscript « • Using the argument of
section 2.5 we note that in CQ this row and column will be
composed of zero matrices. In C- the terms will have the
value given by the equation 2,5-2; thus in the newly added
portion of C^ we have
C
J0
Bp j CKPq^) (5.1-6.1)
c Qi ^ ctp^) bPi1 (5.1-6.2)
In C p and subsequent C, the added row and column will be
composed of zero matrices since the submatrices corresponding
to members of the first polyped are already zero.
Let us now express the matrix equation 5.1-1 in the
form











and each of the SRS submatrices is the sum of the CKS
submatrices of each of the Ck matrices. If we had forseen
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the need for a rigid infinitesimal member r on polyped P,
when we solved the chain of polypfeds, we could have made
the partitioning of the column matrix for the force and
displacement in polyped P., as shown in equations 5.1-2 and
5.1-3 • We then would have equation 5*1-7 without further
ado.
Let us write the individual equations represented by
the matrix equation 5.1-7 • (For the following algebra let
us shorten F(P.,i) to Fp , etc. )
3 l
5
D(r) = S00Fr +S01FPi+
S02Fp^ . . . -M^ (5-1-8.0)




' 3jOFr + S 11FP1
+ S J2
FP/ ••' +SjNFPN <5.1-S.J)
. • •
% * SH0Fr +SHlFP1+3K2PP2+-- +SHHFPI (5.1-8.N)
Notice from the sketch that the only external member
of polyped P is a rigid, infinitesimal member. In order to
make a loop let




or since the above quantifies represent the only members in
perticular partition terms of equation 5.1-4 we have
D(r) - Dp (5.1-9.D
7*

Also in making this loop junction we must satisfy the equil-
ibrium of forces and thus
F(PN ,i) -V F(Plf r) = (5.1-10)
or F, - - Fp (5.1-10.1)r rN
Substituting equation 5.1-10.1 into the various equations
5.1-#.j we have
D(r) = S01Fpi
+ S02Fp2+ ... +(S0N - S^,) F% (5.1-11.0)
\ = 3llFP1t Sl2Fp2 t •"^ " Slo) % (5 ' 1-11 - 1)
Dp_ = SjjFp f Sj2FP + ....f(SjN - Sj0 ) Fp (5.1-ll.j)
% - WPj* SN2FP2+ ••• +(%N " W % (5.1-ll.N)
Now if we substract equation 5. 1-11 .N from 5.1-11.0 we have
= (SQ1 - SN1 ) Fp^f (SQ2 - SN2 ) Fp^ + ...
"t"\(S0N ' S00^ - (SNN ~ SN0 } j FP
N
(5.1-12)
To simplify the algebra let us define a matrix H
H " s00 ~ S0N " SN0"<
' SNN (5.1-13D)
Premultiplying equation 5.1-12 by H""1 we have
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- IT (SQ1 - SN1 )Fp -+H- (SQ2 - SN2 )Fp +... - FP
1 2 N
(5.1-H)
Premultiplying equation 5 . 1-14 by (S.m- Sj^) and
adding the result sucessively to each of the equations
5.1-11.1 through N-l we will eliminate Fp from each
equation. Thus




S12 t(SlN " S-L1 ] H" (S02 " SN27 FP2 f
*••




DP^ (Sjl + (SjN - V H_1 (S01 - aHl)) FP1+
fsj2+(S.N - Sjl ) H-
1 (302 - SII2 ))Fp+ ...
Sji+ (SjN " Sjl> H_1 (S0i " SHi)) FP + '--+(' ) FPN
(5.1-15. j)
• • •
The set of equations 5.1-15. j may be compacted in the form
D = S* F (5.1-16)







,i), ... , FtP^.OJ
(5.1-16.2)
and Sji-Sji+tSjji- S j]L ) IT1 (SQi - S^) (5.1-17)
Note that SQi is given by equation 5.1-6.2. Using the
equations 5.1-6.1 and 5.1-6.2, the expression for H
becomes
H - sNN - c(p ,p1 ) ( 5.1-1*
)
The additional member r which we added to the polyped P.
has been eliminated as a pertinent point. The solution to
the loop of polypeds is thus expressed in terms of the sub-






6. In the preceding chapters we have developed methods to
find the flexure matrix for a complicated system of members.
V7e have considered in detail chains of polypeds and loops
of polypeds. Very complicated structures can be disjoined
into these two types of polyped groupings. We have what we
shall call an "equivalent polyped" to replace a chain or
loop of polypeds. The equivalent polypeds then become the
members of still larger polypedlike structures* That is to
say we develop larger and larger entities, starting with mem-
bers; we combine members into simple polypeds, then we com-
bine these simple polypeds into equivalent polypeds, and these
equivalent polypeds may then be combined into still larger
equivalent polypeds.
We have been interested in the B-transformation which
translate the flexure (equivalent flexure) matrix from the
end of the (equivalent) member to the pertinent point, either
to determine the displacement there, or to apply a force at
that point. These B-transformations are geometric transform-
ations and are not concerned with whether the translation is
along a member or just a translation through space.
In the manner in which we use the flexure matrices it
is obvious upon reflection that the flexure matrix could
equally well have been either a simple flexure matrix or an
equivalent matrix and the applicability of the formulas
derived is unaltered. '
g2

6.1. Generalizing the "Fixed Point ".
In the preceding chapters we have considered some point
in each system under discussion to be fixed* If however, we
allowed this point to move, then we must add additional terms
to the overall solution. Consider for example, a chain of
polypeds with the so called fixed point having a displacement
D(P_). Then following the pattern of solution in section
3»1 , equation 3*1-4 would be
D(PX ) - ClPo^i) F(P ,P1 ) + b£ p D(P )
(6.1-1)
and then equation 3-1-S.l would become
- A
Dp (J> " ° {?l'i ] F(P l'J ) +>Z.*Cl.m4 (F0' Pl» F(m > i)1
£ft^
J
+ Bp j D(P ) (6.1-2)
and similiarly, the equations for the other external dis-
placements will merely add the term
-f-B^DtP^ .
Thus vie can see that permitting the previously fixed point
to move merely adds a term representing the motion of the
point PQ •
If we consider a loop of polypeds and allow the "fixed"
point to have the displacement D(P ) » the same results are
obtained, namely that all the external member end displace-
displacements in each of the various polypeds have an addit-
$3

ional terra due to the rigid body displacement of P
n
trans-
lated to the pertinent point.
6.2. Connecting Two Chains of Polypeds.
Let us now consider a chain of polypeds N-members long.
Let us assume it is fixed; however, if it is not we can treat
it as in section 6.1 . To the end of this N-member chain let
us attach another chain of polypeds, M-members long. Let us
denote the members of the M-member chain by *
.
Then we have for the displacement of the nucleus of the
first member of the second chain
D(Plt ) -C(PN ,Plt ) F(PN ,Plt ) +B£ p ^ D(PN )
(6.2-1)
similiarly in the equation for the displacement of each
nucleus and pertinent point we have added a terra of the form
+ BP P D(PN }N jt **
If we expand the D(Pm) term in feach of the equations for
the displacement of the pertinent points of the M polypeds
we will find that each equation will have a group of terras
characterizing the effect of the forces in the first N poly-
peds. For example let us exhibit Dp (i)
Dp (j) = C(Pkt ,j) F(Pk,,jH->2L*Ck i „. (Po» Pl } F(m ' i)
k* ^— •Xyn) j i







^^>, (PN ,Plf )F(m,i)+.-.^
:
Ck (PM-1 ,PM )F(m,i)
*^**) j i **gj*» ° l
(6.2-2. k«)
We have here the appropriate terms for the k ! -th row of each
of the C^ matrices.
Also we find that the forces in the members of the M
polypeds affect the displacements of the various members of
the N polypeds. We have




which in terms only of the pertinent points becomes
Pm
F(PN-1>V- I BPNi F(PN»^ +^>PNm F(ra^ )
•rt
(6.2-3.1)
If we follow through the algebra of section 3.1 again,
substituting equation 6.2-3.1 as appropriate, then we have
for the result a set of equations similiar to equation
3. 1-10. k , but in a generalized form. Let us exhibit the
set of equations for the displacement of pertinent points of









?'l\ lBl < P0. pX>F(«.i)+5gok (Po.P^Ffm.i)
+




+ ""+ X£Vm < PN-1'PN> F(m,1)
:
°k m (pN-1> pn' fKD (6.2-4.k)
Notice that here also we have the appropriate terms for the
appropriate rows of the various C^ matrices.
When we consider the sets of equations 6.2-2.k f and
6.2-4.k we find that we can compact the equations into the
form
D = (CQ + Cx -+ C2 + ...i-CN-tCN+1 -f... + CN^ M ) F
(6.2-5)
in which D and F are column matrices having first the N
polyped pertinent points and then the M polyped pertinent
points as matrix elements. Each of the C, is an (N"f~M) x
(Ni*M) partitioned matrix. The additional rows and columns
on the Cq through C„ matrices represent the effect of
attaching the M-raember chain onto a movable point at the end
of the N-member polyped chain instead of the fixed point.
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As before, each of the C
,
(k>l), has one more row
and column of zero matrices than the one before it. The C.
is bordered on the left and top by k-1 columns and rows
of zero matrices. This should be obvious since only the
forces in the polypeds farther from the real fixed point than
the linkage from polyped k-1 to polyped k affect the dis-
placement of pertinent points in polypeds farther from the
real fixed point than polyped k-1 by causing distortions of
the linkage from k-1 to k. The remaining submatrix terms
are the appropriate *C type terms to indicate the distort-
ion in the linkage from the k-1 to the k-th polyped
caused by these forces farther away from the fixed point than
the k-1 polyped.
The above equation, 6.2-5, is exactly the results which
would have been obtained if we had considered the structure
as a chain N i*M members long. Thus we can consider a long
chain of polypeds as the result of several shorter ones if
that method of analysis happens to be easier to consider and
calculate.
6.3. Adding a Loop of Polypeds to a Chain of Polypeds.
Let us consider attaching an M-member loop of polypeds
onto the end of an N-member chain of polypeds. As before we
may assume that the M-member chain is fixed; if it is not,
see section 6.1. Let us denote the members of the M-member
loop by f •
Equation 4.2-5, which gives the displacement of the
nucleus of the first member of the loop of polypeds (assuming
S7

that Pq is the same point as P.,) becomes
D(Plt ) - C(PN ,Plt )-^B Hm.i) +BJ D(P„)
(6.3-D
Similiarly we would have an added term in the displacement
of each nucleus in the loop of polypeds of the form
-f-Bp p D(P„)
and a similiar terra in the displacement of the external end-
points. If we expand the D(P ) term in each of the equations
in the M-members of the loop of polypeds, as before, we will
find that we have a group of terms characterizing the effect
of the force in the N-polypeds of the chain of polypeds. For
example, in the k f -th member of the loop we have (the terms
of the G matrix will not be exhibited; however, they are
explicitely stated in equation 4* 2-21)
Dp
k§








V7e have here the appropriate terms for the k'-th row of
the various C. matrices and the G matrix.k
Also we find that the forces in the M-polypeds affect
the displacement of the members of the N-polypeds. Thus
^ PN.l» PN^2BpwiF(PN ,i) +Bp p F(PN ,Plf )
(6.3-3)
Since P^ is the same point as PQt we can substitute
equations 4.2-1 through 4.2-4. Expressed only in terms of




N' i)+ >^%m F{m ' i}
(ty ^ <&) (6.3-4)
As in section 6.2, if we follow through the algebra of sect-
ion 3«1 again we will arrive at a set of equations for the
displacement of the external ends of the various members of
the N-polypeds. These equations are the same as equations
6.2-4.k
.
When we consider the set of equations 6.2-4«k and
6.3-2.k f we find that we can compact the equations into the
form
D - (C + C^-f C 2 -f...-+CN 1- CNi.1+G ) F
(6.3-5)
in which D and F are column matrices having first the
N polypeds* pertinent points and then the M polypeds* pert-
inent points as matrix elements. Each of the C^ is an
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(NtM) x (N+M) partitioned matrix. The CQ through CN
matrices are the same as in the previous section. The CN
matrix represents the effect of the various forces in the
loop of polypeds on the elastic distortion of the member
from the nucleus of the N-th polyped of the chain to the
nucleus of the first member in the loop of polypeds. This
displacement is observed only in the M polypeds of the loop
of polypeds. Thus the C^ matrix is bordered at the top
and on the left by N rows and columns of zero matrix seg-
ments. This is the C, matrix of a loop of polypeds solu-
tion augmented by N rows and columns of zero matrix
segments. The G matrix for a loop of polypeds by itself
is now bordered by N more rows and columns of zero matrix
segments. Thus we can see that by knowing the solution of a
chain of polypeds and the solution of a loop of polypeds we
can immediately write the appropriate terms of a combined
solution:
1. The CQ matrices for the chain and loop solution are
combined into a larger diagonal matrix.
2. The various C« matrices for the chain of polypeds
are augmented below and to the right with M rows and columns
of matrix elements. The top and left k-1 terms in a row
or column are zero matrices, the other elements have the same
form as the general element of the C^ matrix for a chain of
polypeds.
3. The Cjt^ matrix is the C^ matrix for the loop of
polypeds bordered at the top and left by N rows and columns
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of zero matrix elements.
4. The G matrix for the loop of polypeds is bordered
at the top and left be N rows and columns of zero matrix
elements.
6.4» Adding a Chain of Polypeds to a Loop of Polypeds.
Let us consider adding an M-meraber chain of polypeds
to some nucleus, say P., of a loop of N-polypeds. As before
we may assume the N member loop of polypeds is fixed, other-
wise we have additional terms as per section 6.1. Let us
denote the M polyped chain members by f • Consider the fol-
lowing sketch for clarity.
For the displacement of the nucleus of the J-th polyped
in the loop of polypeds, when considered alone, we have
hL <^
D( Pj)=^^C (P^P.jFCn.iJ^BVj B F(n,i)
(6.4-D
V/hen we consider attaching the chain of polypeds at the
nucleus P_ we must consider a new force equilibrium. Thus




F(v^j ) + F(p j+i» pj )= ^BpJiF(pj ,i)H"2^BPjiF(m,i)
(6.4-2)
Using this force equilibrium, following through the algebra
of section 4.2 considering the effect of the forces in the
chain of polypeds, we find for the displacement of the D(Pj)
3- ^
^£Z Blj GJj Bom, *<•*> ^ 6^-3)
r/N)
For the displacement of a pertinent point of one of the M
polypeds, if we consider D(Pj) as the "fixed" point of a
chain of polypeds, we have for the general member of the
k 1 polyped
\, l * )m ClPk'^' ) n?^'i ) + >IL\imi} TJ'h' ) F(ra ' i)
+5V*CkULt pM-li Pk» F(m,i)+B? p D(Pj)
(6.4-4)
Combining equations 6.4-3 and 6.4-4 we have
Dp
fet
(J)- C(Pk ,,j) F(Pk,,J)4-22!
S!Ck , mi




"+"/^Ck , m (P1 »,P 2 t) F(m,i)-f- ....
ft£p/W> j i
t^<Ckt m (PM-l^:)F(m,i) + rrckln (P ,Pi) F(n,i)
ib -to




Now if we use equation 6.4-2 and follow through the
tedious algebra of section 4*2, then for the displacement
of the j-th external end of a member of the k-th polyped
in the loop of polypeds we have
fry
Dp U) s C(Pkf j) F(Pk ,j) + /2J*ck m (Po.Pi) F(n,i)
k
v£p° d*) J i
frck 1JVl ,P(B » l '+S Boki G£nV F(n ' i}
i
£lBok. G4j Bom4 FKi) (6.4-6.k)
When we consider the set of equations 6.4-5.k T and 6.4-6.k
we find that we can compact these equations in the form
D as (C -f C^-f- ??+ C^-f C 2 -/--..-f-CM ) F
(6.4-7)
in which D and F are column matrices having first the
pertinent points of the N polypeds and then the pertinent
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points of the M polypeds as matrix elements. The Cq matrix
is the same as in previous cases, a diagonal matrix composed
of the flexibility matrices of each of the external members
of each of the polypeds. The Cn through C-^ matrices are
the appropriate matrices for a chain of polypeds, bordered
at the top and left by N rows and columns of zero matrix
elements. The CT and C, matrices are a bit more complicated
)
they are the appropriate matrices for a loop of polypeds
bordered on the right and below by M columns and rows of













ol , ... ,
BQk , ... , BqN , Bol ,, ... , BqMJ
(6.4-a.i)
and each of the B . is in turn a diagonal matrix having
an element for each external member end in that i-th poly-
ped. And for C^ we have
*i*





(Pn ,P n )Jn 1 WV (6.4-9)
in the above equations both n and k take on all values
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are N x N matrices; the partitioned matrices
Gjj and *CjJ (P ,F1 ) are M x H matrices. The J is
the particular nucleus to which the chain of polypeds is
attached*
Both the 5" and £T, matrices are augmented by adding
rows and columns of matrix elements to the G and C,
matrices of the simple loop of polypeds. VJe divide the rows
(columns) into two segments, those corresponding to the poly-
peds in the loop of polypeds and those corresponding to the
polypeds in the chain of polypeds. The portions of the added
rows (columns) corresponding to the polypeds in the loop of
polypeds have the same elements as the J-th row (column) of
the G or C, matrix. The portion of the added rows
(columns) which correspond to the polypeds in the chain of
polypeds have as elements the element in the G or C,
matrix which is in the J-th row and J-th column.
Thus we have the solution for this combined loop-chain
in terms of the elements in the individual chain of polypeds
and loop of polypeds. Knowing these simple elements we can
immediately write the appropriate terms of this combined
loop-chain.
VJe could go on and enumerate other types of combinations
o£ simple solutions or combinations of complex ones, however,
there is really no need to do this. With the several combined
solutions we have already we are prepared to go forth and
make the most complex structure degenerate into combinations
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of loops and chains and chain-loops and loop-chains for




Overview of the Algebraic Solution
7. This chapter is only intended to give an insight into
some of the problems of solution of the set of equations
and some possible ways to prepare the set of equations to
aid in solution. Also we must consider the boundary cond-
itions and other restraints necessary to solve the physical
problem.
7.1« Boundary Conditions.
In all the cases considered, the "fixed" or constrained
ends were all concentrated in one polyped, usually in one
member. In the physical problem at hand we may find that
one (or more) external member in each polyped is actually
constrained. Thus there are several Dp (j) which are zero
or have some fixed value. Also there may be some constraints
which allow only certain types of forces to be applied, ie,
a pipe hanger which provides only a vertical component of
force and no moment components. If certain components of a
constraint force must vanish, then the corresponding compon-
ents of the appropriate F(P
# ,j) must be zero.
We may also have a situation in which there is a con-
straint expressed in terms of several pertinent points, such
as having several external ends attach to a common point.
Then the sum of the forces on the external ends meeting at
this point are zero, and the displacements are all the same.
The statement of such conditions could well be considered as
subsidiary equations to the set of equations.
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7*2. Categorizing the Set of Equations,
In a real physical problem after we have substituted
the boundary conditions, and considered any other subsidiary
equations, such as the sura of several forces being zero, we
will find that exactly half of the components of the two
column matrices D and F are known. We can divide the
set of equations into several categories, each of which has
some particular properties and its own most profitable method
of solution. These categories are:
1, All the components of the various forces are known,
and all the components of the displacements are unknown,
2, All the components of the various displacements are
known, and all the components of the forces are unknown,
3, At some pertinent points all the force components
are known and all the displacement components are unknown.
At other pertinent points the opposite is true.
4, At some pertinent points a "mixed" situation exists;
that is, if a force component is known, then the correspond-
ing displacement component is unknown, and vice versa. It is
the nature of our real physical problem that never do we
have a situation where a force component and the correspond-
ing displacement component are both either known or unknown,
5, The situations arising out of subsidiary equations,
such as having several external members joined at a common
point. If we substitute these subsidiary conditions into
the set of equations we will find that the resulting set of
equations will belong to one of the above four categories.
9S

In the first category "solution" is accomplished merely
by matrix multiplication. In the first three categories we
can solve the set of matrix equations considering the 6 dim-
ensional F and D matrices as scalar type elements, subject
to a few obvious restrictions such as lack of general com-
mutivity. However, in the fourth category we must consider
each component of the F and D matrices as separate scalar
quantities.
In the third and fourth categories we can separate the
known and unknown components by a suitable pre- and post-
multiplication of the large flexure matrix S , using a mat-
rix N which is a unit matrix with its rows suitably
T
scrambled so that in the transformation N S N we have
D - S F (7.2-1)
D» " NT S N F« (7.2-2)
in which now we have
D '- (\>\ >vv \] • •
(7.2-2.1)
1 s (> ,F , F F F]
;
I ul u2 "r kl KsJ
(7.2-2.2)
F» =
where the subscript k refers to the various known compon-
ents and the subscript u refers to the various unknown
components of the forces or displacments.
When the known and unknown quantities are separated
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there are several methods available to solve this set of
equations. We leave it to the algebraist or computer prog-
rammer to choose which is most suitable or is already avail-




Alternate Point of View- Multianchor Structure
£. In some structures it may be advantageous to consider a
slightly different point of view. That is, one in which we
consider the whole structure with its multiple fixed points,
allow for thermal gradients in members, and have the results
expressed in terms of forces and displacements at the various
junction points within the structure.
£.1. Definitions and Usages.
Since our point of view is different it will be adv-
antageous to consider some slight modifications in previous
definitions and usages.
£.1.1. The same polyped as defined in section 2.3 will be
used in this chapter; however, the external ends of members
will be designated as if that end is "fixed" and will
be designated as Q. if the end is a junction point ( joins
to another polyped) or is "a free end (not joined to any
other member or fixed point). The point which is the nucleus
of the polyped P. will be designated, as before, P..
6.1.2. We will number the P. and Q. and 0, points ser-
ially throughout the structure. It will be convenient to
have the following usages.
P • Q . means that there is a member which links
from the point Pj to the point Qj. (Recall




?^* // • means that there is no member which links
from the point P. to the point Q..
(S.l-2)
3.2. One Polvped.
Let us first consider one polyped of the structure.
Consider the following sketch for the ensuing development,




1 ) F(i,P1 ) + B^p D(i) + K(i t P1 )
(3.2-1)
in which C(i,P, ) and F(i,P-)* have the same meaning as
in equations 2.6-C and 2.6-D. The matrices D and F are
column matrices defined in section 2.1.
C(i,P-, ) F(i,P-. ) represents the displacement of the mem-
ber extending from the i-th end to the
point P. . The force is considered to
act on the member at the point P..
,
while
the end i is considered fixed.
T
B . p D(i) represents the translation of the motion ofir
l




K(i,P ) represents the motion of the end P1 with
respect to the end i due to any ther-
mal strains in the member.
There are as many equations £.2-1 as there are members of
the polyped P^, that is, members attaching to the point P.,,
i-
°i» 2» 3' °k ,Ql' Q2' Qj
Rearranging the terms in equation 3.2-1 we have
F(i,P 1 ) - C(i,P1
)"1 D(P1 ) - (b[? D(i)-f K(i,P1 ))
^ 1
(3.2-2)
As a convenience in the algebraic manipulation to follow
let D'(i) - BTp D(i) -f K(i,P1 ) (3.2-3D)
(the designation of the polyped may be added as a subscript




^D(P1 ) -D»(iA (3.2-4)
In order for the point P^ to be in equilibrium, the
sum of all the forces acting on P., must be zero. If there
is an external force acting on the point P., we designate
it Fp (Px ). Then
y
_








the polyped P1# Now substituting equation 3.2-4 into
equation $.2-5
Z.c(i,p )'h(? ) - ^TcU^.r^'U)
-v F ( P ) - o
(3.2-6)
Rearranging equation 3.2-6 and solving for D(P1 )
D(P1 } ^[Ec vi,Pi)"1]"Y^C(i,P1 )-1D»(i) - Fp (Px )
(3.2-7)




" C(Q ^ F(Qj ,P1 )-f D*, (Q )
(3.2-3)






+ ^CU.PjT1 "(^Cli^)"1 D'(i) - Fp (Px )
(3.2-9)
Now let us split the summation over all members of the poly-
ped P, into the summation over the fixed members of the
polyped and the summation over the other members of the
polyped.
Let





^> denote the summation over the other members of
'
-the polyped P.. That is those members of the
polyped P1 such that P. * *Q , ( Recall that
the points Q. are not fixed points).
Then equation 6.2-9 becomes
C(Q
j








Let us define the following symbol, T(P ) f Note that
it is a constant of the polyped P and is independent of






or if we substitute equation 6.2-3D
T(P1 )-j^C(i f P1 )"1 l •^C(i t P1 )/Bip D(i)+ K(i,P1 )J
(£ f 2-ll.l)
The various D(i) in the above equation are prescribed. They
are the displacement, if any, of "fixed" ends.










in which C(Q ,P ) = if pi^^Qj » that is »
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the flexure matrix is nonzero only for actual members of
the structure. It is zero for those members of the struc-
ture which could theoretically exist but do not actually
exist. That is, bp (Q.) is nonzero only for those Q.
which belong to the polyped P. • The definition of a
symbol over all possible values and then allowing only
certain classes of the symbol to have nonzero vfclue is used
throughout this chapter.



























Let us consider the translation of a force. Writing
equation 2.1.6-3 in the present notation we have




and both forces act on the member P^Q.. Now if we sub-
stitute equation 3.2-10.1 into 3.2-13
F(pi'V = vic(Qj,Piri t(?i) " dw










There are matrix equations of this form for all the Q . of
polyped ?i such that P,
*
' Q .. That is there are as
many equations as there are members of the polyped with
either a free end or link to another polyped.
Since it has served its purpose in simplifying the
algebra so far, let us substitute for the D ! (i) from equat-
ion 3.2-3D* Then equation 8.2-14 becomes
F(P1>Qj ) - - Bq^Q^)-1^) - B^Pi D(Q.)








Let us group together all the terms which contain only
parameters of the members of the polyped, ie, C(X,P.),
K(X,P_), etc, into the one terme Let us also group together
the parameters associated with the D(k).








pi } K(k » pi }
"Sc(i *pi)"j Fpi (?i)
A








or substituting for bp (k)
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vvk) - Viclci J ,PirlB? (i,Pir j c(k,Pi) B"pi
for k^Q.
Ap (Qj f Qj)
r BQ>p C(Qj, Pj^)"













p (Qjf 0) +y Ap (Q k) D(k)1
k=$, x
(S.2-16)
This is true for those Q. such that P,"--" Q .. It will be
convenient to extend this equation for use when ?-.*-$+ Q .
.
In such cases obviously FfP^Q.) ~0 since there is no
member P_ Q . , and we will use the convention that
A
p
(QyX) — for x-0, Qlt Q2 , Qj
when ?
1
~4h Qj ( g. 2-17D
}
Using this convention equation S.2-16 has meaning for all Q..
Equation $.2-16 is a relationship between the force on
a member of the polyped P at the junction point Qj and
the displacements of the other junction points. There is
nothing in the derivation of this equation particular to any
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one polyped and thus we can immediately generalize this
equation for use in a polyped Pi#
- F(Pi,Qj) * Ap (QJf 0)l-j>Ap (QJf k) D(k)
(«*2-id)
&«3« Interconnected Polypeds,
Now that we have the force on one member at one junct-
ion point Q. in terms of the displacements at the other
junction points let us consider several polypeds, say M poly-
peds, connected at J different junction points. V/e must
have an equilibrium of forces at each of the junction points.
Let us consider some junction point, say Q. f For the equil-
ibrium of forces we have
Pm
5" F(m,Qj tFlO.QJ ~ (8.3-D
where F(0,Q.) is a force exerted on the junction point
directly, not through the action of any member. Normally
this force is zero, but it is included here for completeness.
Substituting in equation S.3-1 the appropriate equation
$.2-1$ for each m"P1 , P2 , ...., PM .
(3.3-2)
- F(O f Qj) +y>
'to-p,
-
Recall from equation 3.2-17D that for the various values of
m
A (Q..k) ~0 , unless for m =PM we have
m y ' m , ,
Ej. (k - Q- ,....,Q T ).m ^j wv ^f*-»^j
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In a finite summation we can interchange the order of sum-
-F(0, Qj )f ^VQj.oJ+J I^Qj.k)





There are j~l, 2, ...., J such equations.
Performing the summation over m and denoting the sum
as follows:
sj0 = £- *m (Qj>°> (8.3-4D)
sjk = £JW (Qj»k) (£.3-5D)
Then the equation £.3-3 becomes
- F(0,Qj) i Sjo-t^Sjjj D(k) = (£.3-6)
j - 1 , 2 , • . . , J
Note that S.,==0 unless there is a polyped P such that
P -1—»Q. and P • • Q. . For if PJ-^Qt, then
m j m k m k
bp (Q, )-0 and consequently in equation £.2-15.k
m
Ap (Q,,Q.) ~ o . (£.3-7.1-)rm J *
Also if P •V?U Q. in equation £.2-17D then all the
m 3
Ap (QJfx) - 0. (£.3-7*2)
m
We are thus in a position to solve the set of equations




ion points. The F(0,Q.) are presumably known forces on
the junction points and all the A f s can be computed from
the equations £.2-15 as functions of the polyped members,
i.e., flexure matrices, thermal gradient coefficients, and the
geometry of the structure.
Thus we have described the multianchor structure in a
manner such that we can determine the displacement of all
joints in the structure. It is important to note that the
number of equations £.3-6 depends only on the number of
junction points and does not depend on the number of "fixed"
points in the structure. The solution actually depends on
both the number of junction points and the number of "free"
endpoints. Considering that we have the equations in the form
of equation 7.2-2, then the major portion of the solution is
to solve the first r equations for the various Fu »s, then
we may solve the remaining s equations by simple matrix
multiplication for the various D f s. Usually the number of
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In this thesis only elementary matrix algebra is used.
The purpose of this appendix is to define the notation used
and to develop several matrix algebraic expressions of a
general nature which will be referred to in the main body
of the thesis.
12. Notation.
12.1. Matrices will be denoted by capital letters, their
elements by the same lower case letter with appropriate sub-
scripts all enclosed in parenthesis. For convenience part-
itioned matrices will often be used; that is, matrices whose
elements are themselves matrices. These elements will be
denoted by capital letters. Subject to a few obvious rest-
rictions such as lack of general commutivity, partitioned
matrices may be treated as if their elements were ordinary
scalar quantities.
12.2. Matrix addition and subtraction will be denoted by
plus and minus signs; matrix multiplication will be denoted
by writing the matrices in juxtaposition.
12.3. The matrix operation of transposition will be denoted




12.4. The symbols I and will denote respectively the
unit or identity matrix and the null matrix. The order of
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these matrices will be apparent from the context.
12.5. The matrix operation of inverse will be denoted by a
supercript "*
.
A A"1 = I = A"1 A (I2.5-D
12.6. When a matrix is either exhibited in extensio or when
only the general or typical term is given, the elements will
be enclosed in square brackets. Partitioned matrices whose
elements are themselves matrices will be enclosed also in
square brackets. In order to conserve space we will use
braces to indicate a column matrix. Also we will use the
letters "diag" followed by the principal diagonal terms
enclosed in square brackets to indicate a diagonal matrix.
(In a diagonal matrix only the principal diagonal terms may
be nonzero; all other terms are zero).
13. Matrix Algebra.
The following is a summary of some basic matrix algebra
operations. In general, these are given without proof and
the reader is referred to a standard work on the subject ;
for details of proofs.
13.1. If A is an (m x n) matrix and B is an (r x s)
matrix, the product AB has meaning only if n=r, and then
these matrices are said to be conformable. The result
C-AB isan(mxs) matrix, where
Cij = ^Taik bkj (13.1-1)





13.3* For any matrix A
AI = IA ~ A (I3.3-D
and AO = OA = (13.3-2)
13.4. When a matrix product is transposed the order of the
factors forming the product is reversed. This process holds
for any number of factors.
Thus, if P - A B C then PT = CT BT AT
(I3.4-D
13.5. Reversal of order of products when matrices are
inverted. This process has meaning only when the factors
in the matrix product are all square , nonsingular matrices.
This reversal rule applies to any number of factors in the
product. Thus
if P - A B C then P"1 - C"1 B"*1 A"1
(13.5-1)
Writing the result in a particular form we have
A B C =( C"1 B"1 A"1 T1 (13.5-2)
13.6. The inverse of the inverse of a matrix, if it exists,
is the matrix itself.
(C-lf = C (13.6-1)
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13. 7. The transpose of the transpose of a matrix is the
matrix itself.
(CT ) ~ c (I3.7-D
I3»$. If the matrix is symmetrical, then U A U is also
symmetrical; where U is any matrix conformable to A.
13 .9. The inverse of a matrix by partitioning.
Let A denote a square matrix of order m, partitioned




in which su, is an r x r matrix and a22 is an s x s




b21 '22 ( 13.9-2)
in which b . is an r x r matrix and b22 is an s x s
matrix. Since A B =1, we have





























Q -(an -a12a22-la21 ) (13.9-4.3)
The equations 13.9-3 can be solved using the equations
13.9-4 and we have for B




(a -HxQ-iY)22 'J (13.9-5)
4. Derivation of some useful matrix equations.
There are several simplifications of rather complex
matrix terms which will be derived in detail. In the body
of the thesis the reader is referred to these results. The
following are derived using general terms, however in applic-
ation specific substitutions must be made which in many cases
will be complicated matrix expressions.
14.1. Consider the simplification of the expression
A(A-HB)~^B. Using equation 13.5-2 we have
A(A-fB)"1B = ^(A+BU-1 ] -[(B-^-A f DA"1]




also B(A+B)"XA = (B"-1 + A~x )
(I4.1-D
(14.1-2)
14.2. Consider the simplification of the expression
A( I -(A-HB)%) or A - AU+B)"1^
A - A(A-f-B)-1 A - A (AtBT^AfB) - (A + Bj^Aj




Using the results of equation I4.1-1 we have
A - A(A-\'B)"1A = (B'Ha'1 )
-1
(14.2-2)
14.3. Consider the simplification of the expression
AU+B-f-C}"3^. Using equation 13.5-2 we have
AUtB+C)"*3^ -[C"1 (A + BH-CjA"1]
performing the indicated multiplication we have
A(At B + C)-lC = (CT1* C^BA^+A"*1 )
(I4.3-D
14.4. Consider the simplification of the expression
A - (A4B)(AtB4C) -1A or II - ( A + B) ( A f B +C J"1 A .
A - (At B)(A^B + C)-lA - [jA tB + C)(At Bf C)"1
- (A tBHA+B+ C)-1
- (AtBtC - (A+B)J (A+B+CJ-Ma
A - (AtB)(AtBf O^A ~ CtA+B+O^A
(14.4-1)
Using the results of equation 14.3-1 we have
A- (AtBMAf Bt C)"^ * (C^f A"1 -/- A^BC"1 )"1
(14.4-2)
14.5. Consider the simplification of the expression
A - AU + B + cr^A + B) or A [i - (A-f Bt Cj^tA + BjJ .
A -AU+B-fO^UtB) » A M A t B t C )~\ A + B t C ) +
lid

- (A + B-f-cr^AtBjJ
- AlA + B+O^UA + B-fC) - (A+B)i
A - A(Af B-hC)"1 (A+B) = A( A -f B + C J^C
(I4.5-D
Using the results of equation 14.3-1 we have
A - AU+B-fcr^A-f-B) = (C^-f-A-^C^BA"1 )
(14.5-2)
15. Derivation of some useful relationships concerning the
translation of flexure matrices.
15.1. Using the notation of section 2.6, following the same
line of reasoning as in section 2.2.1, in the more sophist-
icated notation we have
C(P1( P2 ) = B^p2
C(P2 , Pl ) BPip2
(15.1-1)










This is the flexure matrix for member TF translated to the
point P. The order of the flexure indices within the paren-
theses is important.












Let us consider the translational transitivity property of
C(X,P) translated to the point m. Using the definition
n
15. 2-ID we have
(c(X,P) \ - B^
(
B^ C(X,P) Bp^B^ (15.2-4)
Let (c(X,P)J ~ C(X,P)m (I5.2-5D)
since the point n is in effect a dummy variable when the
equation is written out in detail and equations 2.1. 5-& and
2.1.5-9 are applied as needed. Thus
C(X,P) m - B^ C(X,P) n B^ (15.2-6)
15.3. Let us consider the transpose of translated flexure
matrices, say C(X,P) T . Using equation I5.2-1D
fc(X,P)V -(B^n C(X,P) Bp Y * (I5.3-D
Using equation 13.4-1 we have
^ B^ C(X,P) T (b^ T (15.3-2)
Simplifying using equations 2.1.4-2 and 13.7-1











15.4. The following material is applicable to the develop-
ment in chapter 4. The simplifications are applicable to
a situation in which we have a loop of linked polypeds, that
is, the point P., is linked to the "fixed" point and P2 and
P
,
the point P2 is linked to the point P-j_ and P,, and
so on. Using the notation
(^)
Pn
-c(PliPa )p^c(P1,P2 )p4 ... +c(Pnil> ?n ) Pn
(I5.4-1D)





" C < Pn-l' Pn>
Thus equation I5.4-1D becomes




(^OpV1 ^ rc(P1 ,Pn )4-c(P 1 ,P 2 )p-V c(P 2f P3 ) p +...
+ c ( pn-l» Pn>
-1 (I5.4-2D)
-lpT
15.4.1. Consider the simplification of B^^ &c )p B
( n_i) n













Using equations 2.1.5-6 and 2.1.5-7 we have
3





If we expand the terms of (£c) p and apply equation 15.2-6




C ( p1 . p2 )p, +(n-1) (n-1)




Applying equation 15.2-3 we have
c(p1 .pn ) P i- c(pn> pn.1 y+
-- n-1
c(P
1 ,P2 ) Pn
^...^c(P
n_2 ,pn-1 ) PnJ
(15.4-6)
Note that all the flexure indices are written with the first
index as the end of the member nearest to the fixed point of
the structure and the second index as the end of the member















Matrix analysis of elastic structures.
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